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Aos meus pais,
Abstract
The significance of genomic rearrangements (structural modifications that may in-
volve loss or gain of genetic material) in evolution and their consequences in human
health have been long recognized, in particular when involving large, cytogenetically
detectable changes. However, their importance in genetic research has been over-
shadowed for decades in favor of smaller mutational changes of a different nature more
amenable to be studied at the population level. Recently, advances in genome se-
quencing have revealed that one subtype of these rearrangements — chromosomal
inversions — is far more common than previously admitted. At this stage, a very large
number of inverted rearrangements have been detected and validated in the human
genome, but such finding is difficult to reconcile with the classical interpretation of in-
versions as a common mechanism causing subfertility or even reproductive isolation
and ultimately leading to speciation. Moreover, despite the improved molecular and
computational methods allowing an exponential increase in the discovery of chromo-
somal inversions, these rearrangements remain poorly characterized at the population
level, and our understanding of its evolutionary impact is still largely limited.
Therefore, in this thesis, we make use of dense population genetic data to explore
the evolutionary processes shaping two polymorphic inversions on the human genome
that have been subject to rigorous scientific scrutiny over the last years — 8p23-inv
and 17q21.31-inv. The results presented here suggest that the genetic barrier cre-
ated by these rearrangements facilitate the accumulation of sequence divergence over
time, leading to significant changes in the recombination landscape of the affected re-
gions (chapter II). Moreover, by targeting a large number of present-day populations,
we showed that the spread of these rearrangements can result from complex past de-
mographic changes (and distinct dispersal trajectories), without the need of invoking
selection (chapter III).
Altogether, the studies presented in this thesis highlight the role of these rearrange-
ments as drivers of genome evolution (even at an intraspecific level) while providing
relevant insights into the processes shaping the frequency and distribution of inversion
polymorphisms in human populations.
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Resumo
O significado evolutivo de rearranjos geno´micos (modificac¸o˜es estruturais podendo
ou na˜o envolver perda ou ganho de material gene´tico) e as suas consequeˆncias na
sau´de humana sa˜o ha´ muito reconhecidos, principalmente em casos envolvendo alterac¸o˜es
maiores e citogeneticamente deteta´veis. Contudo, a sua importaˆncia em investigac¸a˜o
decresceu durante de´cadas em prol de mudanc¸as menores, mais simples e passı´veis
de ser estudadas ao nı´vel populacional. Recentemente, os avanc¸os em sequenciac¸a˜o
geno´mica revelaram que um subtipo de rearranjo geno´mico — inverso˜es cromosso´micas
— e´ mais comum do que previamente admitido. Hoje em dia, um nu´mero muito grande
de rearranjos invertidos foram ja´ detetados e validados no genoma humano. No en-
tanto, esta descoberta e´ difı´cil de reconciliar com a interpretac¸a˜o cla´ssica de inverso˜es
como mecanismos passı´veis de causar subfertilidade ou mesmo isolamento reprodu-
tivo, e em u´ltima instaˆncia especiac¸a˜o. Ale´m disso, apesar dos avanc¸os moleculares e
computacionais que permitiram um aumento exponencial na descoberta de inverso˜es
cromosso´micas, estes rearranjos continuam insuficientemente caracterizados ao nı´vel
populacional, e o nosso conhecimento acerca dos seus possı´veis impactos evolutivos
e´ ainda escasso.
Assim, nesta tese, procuramos usar dados gene´ticos de va´rias populac¸o˜es para
explorar os processos evolutivos de duas inverso˜es cromosso´micas no genoma hu-
mano, que teˆm sido estudadas em detalhe ao longo dos u´ltimos anos — 8p23-inv e
17q21-inv. Os resultados apresentados nesta tese sugerem que a barreira gene´tica cri-
ada por este tipo de rearranjo facilita a acumulac¸a˜o de diferenc¸as entre sequeˆncias com
orientac¸a˜o oposta, levando a alterac¸o˜es significativas do padra˜o de recombinac¸a˜o das
regio˜es afetadas (capı´tulo II). Adicionalmente, atrave´s do uso de um grande nu´mero
de amostras de va´rias populac¸o˜es humanas, mostramos que a propagac¸a˜o destes
rearranjos pode resultar de feno´menos demogra´ficos complexos (com trajeto´rias de
dispersa˜o distintas), sem ser necessa´rio invocar forc¸as seletivas (capı´tulo III).
No geral, os estudos apresentados nesta tese demostram o importante papel
destes rearranjos na evoluc¸a˜o geno´mica (mesmo atuando a um nı´vel intraespecı´fico),
ao mesmo tempo que revelam detalhes extremamente importantes acerca dos proces-
sos que contribuiram para a distribuic¸a˜o e frequeˆncia de inverso˜es cromosso´micas, em
populac¸o˜es humanas, observadas nos dias de hoje.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
General Introduction
When chromosomal inversions were first documented by Alfred Sturtevant in the
beginning of the 20th century (1921), a previously unknown instability of eukaryotic
genomes structure was exposed. During the (highly productive) decades that followed
Sturtevant discovery, groundbreaking studies carried out by Dobzhansky and others
(e.g. Da Cunha & Dobzhansky, 1954) in Drosophila flies provided the first glimpse of
the potential evolutionary value of these (and other types of) complex rearrangements,
as individuals within a species, as well as distinct species, were shown to ”differ in
gene arrangement” (Dobzhansky, 1938). Given the ability of chromosomal inversions
to suppress recombination between alternative structural types (i.e. recombination in
hetero-karyotypes would result in unbalanced abortive gametes), new ideas on chro-
mosome evolution quickly began to emerge, placing inversions as candidate players in
adaptive phenomena and species divergence.
However, with the birth of molecular genetics, which took place in the 1970s, the
interest in genome reorganization and structural variants decreased in favor of simpler
nucleotide changes (e.g. SNPs). Only recently, with the development of modern molec-
ular biology methods to variants detection, did the study of structural rearrangements
re-gain momentum and it is now becoming increasingly clear that the molecular and
evolutionary effects of inversions are far more complex than previously predicted. In-
deed, recent comparative analysis at multiple levels have suggested that inversions are
a relatively common source of genetic variation. In humans, for instance, more than
1000 inversions have been identified and validated, including all autosomes. However,
the impact of most rearrangements remains either unclear or unidentified, and even
with the improved molecular and statistical methods allowing an exponential increase
of chromosomal inversions discovery, there is still much debate concerning the pro-
cesses driving the spread of these rearrangements in the human lineage.
In this thesis, we address some of the fundamental issues regarding the role of
inversion rearrangements in evolution, with a special focus on the human genome. By
incorporating several complementary strategies in cytogenetics, population genetics,
and genomics, we explore the molecular and population dynamics of two common in-
version polymorphisms segregating in human populations. Furthermore, by applying
inferential statistical methods we try to quantify the relative contribution of ancient and
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recent factors, including selection and drift, in shaping the frequency, distribution and
genetic diversity of these inversions in present-day populations.
In chapter I we review the latest theoretical and empirical work dedicated to chro-
mosomal inversions in the human genome, either as disease-associated variants or as
segregating polymorphisms in human populations. We discuss the recent advances
made in the structural and genetic characterization of inversion polymorphisms - high-
lighting the major drawbacks in the current strategies as well as important issues that
have as yet received little attention. Moreover, we explore some of the evolutionary and
demographic scenarios that have been invoked to explain the presence, maintenance
and apparent rise in frequency of the previously mentioned chromosomal inversions in
different human populations. Finally, we outline the main aims of this work, emphasizing
the extent to which our findings will help clarify the role of these drastic rearrangements
in the context of genome evolution.
In chapter II, we evaluate the fine-scale effects of chromosomal inversions in re-
combination by applying a method to indirectly estimate recombination rates from pop-
ulation genotype data. Using publicly available genotype information from the largest
known inversion polymorphism segregating in the human genome, we show that the
distribution of genetic recombination is largely heterogeneous between inversion types,
further highlighting the role of chromosomal inversions as evolutionary significant ele-
ments acting at intraspecific level.
In chapter III, we reassess the distribution of one polymorphic inversion in the
human genome that became the focus of intense research in the last decade due to
its high degree of complexity, both in terms of genetic diversity and structural plas-
ticity — 17q21 inv . Here, we will draw the evolutionary history of this inversion by
refining the diversity patterns of the inversion-associated haplotype (i.e. H2) in sev-
eral meta-population groups that have been overlooked in previous studies. Moreover,
using state-of-the-art methods to haplotype reconstruction, we provide some insights
concerning the processes shaping the evolution of this inversion polymorphism in the
human genome.
Chapter IV will be dedicated to the main conclusions of this thesis. Here, we dis-
cuss the core findings of this work and suggest new paths for future research, including
some of our ongoing work.
2
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CHAPTER I
The study of chromosomal inversions
in retrospect
Joa˜o M Alves1,2,3 , Alexandra M Lopes2, Loune`s Chikhi3,4 & Anto´nio Amorim2,5
1Doctoral Program in Areas of Basic and Applied Biology (GABBA), University of Porto, Portugal; 2IPATIMUP - In-
stituto de Patologia e Imunologia Molecular da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal; 3Instituto Gulbenkian de
Cieˆncia (IGC), Oeiras, Portugal; 4 CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), Universite´ Paul Sabatier,
Ecole Nationale de Formation Agronomique, Unite´ Mixte de Recherche 5174 EDB (Laboratoire E´volution & Diversite´
Biologique), F-31062 Toulouse, France; 5Faculdade de Cieˆncias da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal.
Review Article:
”On the Structural Plasticity of the Human Genome: Chromosomal Inversions Revisited”
Current Genomics, 2012, 13, 623-632
Introduction
Over the last years, a growing number of geneticists and evolutionary biologists are
shifting their attention from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) towards bigger and
more complex alterations in the architecture of eukaryotic genomes thus going back
to some of the oldest genetic markers (e.g. Dobzhansky (1951), Kirkpatrick (2010)).
With the aid of novel and powerful molecular biology techniques (e.g. highthroughput
sequencing platforms, array-Comparative Genomic Hybridization and SNP microarrays
(see Alkan et al. (2011) for a review), the study of the structural plasticity of the genome
has gained momentum. Indeed, we are currently witnessing major advances in the
3
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field of molecular and computational genomics with increasingly high quality whole-
genome data accumulating for several species and fast improvements in computational
and statistical tools that allow the extraction of reliable information from these sources.
This has led to the discovery, validation and characterization of a whole set of dif-
ferent types of structural variants (SVs) and it is now evident that genomic variation is
far more complex than previously thought (Alkan et al. (2009)). SVs can be defined as
a wide variety of balanced and unbalanced genomic rearrangements of different sizes.
They range from Copy Number Variants (CNVs) such as insertions, deletions, and du-
plications, all being unbalanced, to chromosomal inversions (balanced) and transloca-
tions (unbalanced or balanced). Biomedical and clinically oriented research became
particularly focused in genomic imbalances, and architectural changes, with genome-
wide association studies (GWAS) regularly highlighting the involvement of SVs in sev-
eral genomic disorders (Craddock et al. (2010); Gonzalez et al. (2005); Fanciulli et al.
(2007)). At present, much attention is being directed to the identification of the mecha-
nisms and processes involved in their formation, however uncertainty remains regarding
the contribution of these heteromorphisms to phenotype differences between individu-
als, since most variants described have been found in healthy individuals (Feuk (2007);
Bailey & Eichler (2006); Conrad et al. (2010)).
Here, we consider a particular subtype of rearrangement — chromosomal inver-
sions — that has been increasingly recognized as a relatively common source of varia-
tion contrary to early predictions from classical cytogenetics (Kirkpatrick (2010)).
Inversions alter the orientation of a specific genomic sequence and, for decades,
they have been interpreted as a potential mechanical cause of subfertility (and ulti-
mately reproductive isolation) since cross-over events (i.e. recombination) between in-
verted and non-inverted segments could result in unbalanced, and generally abortive,
gametes (Hoffmann & Rieseberg (2008), Kirkpatrick (2010)). From an evolutionary
point of view, inversions became recognized as privileged systems to study major pro-
cesses (e.g. selection) (Navarro et al. (2000)) under the generalist idea often held but
not always well defined that they could protect chromosomal regions from gene flow,
and therefore act as an initial step towards genomic divergence (Rieseberg (2001)). In-
deed, studies in chromosomal evolution have repeatedly attributed important evolution-
ary roles to these structural rearrangements, with several lines of evidence suggesting
their involvement in phenotypic variability (Joron et al. (2011); Fragata et al. (2009)),
adaptive divergence within species (Lowry et al. (2010), Ayala et al. (2010)), and in the
origin and evolution of sex chromosomes in mammals (Kirkpatrick (2010)).
4
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In humans, however, the role of inversions in disease or genome evolution remains
unclear (Feuk (2007), Antonacci et al. (2009)). At this stage, more than 1000 inver-
sions have been deposited in the Database of Genomic Variants (Iafrate et al. (2004)),
involving all 22 autosomes, but the fact that only two inversion polymorphisms have
been fully characterized at the population level (Stefansson et al. (2005), Zody et al.
(2008), Donnelly et al. (2010), Salm et al. (2012)) clearly illustrates the necessity of
studying inversion polymorphisms at a larger scale(Antonacci et al. (2009)).
On the detection of balanced structural variants
The detection of inversions was traditionally limited to large-scale microscopically
visible rearrangements via karyotype analysis using classical G-banding techniques
(Wilson et al. (1970), de la Chapelle et al. (1974), O’Neill et al. (2004)). With the
implementation of improved comparative genomic strategies, both at population and
species level, an extraordinary amount of previously unknown inversions were identi-
fied in recent years (Hara et al. (2011), Feuk et al. (2005)). While most experimental
techniques (e.g. FISH, PGFE, Fusion-PCR) remain laborious and target-based (Turner
et al. (2006)), where one can only test the presence of a predicted inversion in a spe-
cific genomic location, new computational approaches have been recently introduced
to identify or predict the location of inversions, from SNP array data and next-generation
sequencing (NGS) data, at a genome-wide level (Bansal et al. (2007), Sindi et al.
(2010), Tuzun et al. (2005), Kidd et al. (2008)).
For example, Bansal et al. (2007) developed a statistical method to detect large
polymorphic chromosomal segments (> 200 Kb) that are inverted in the majority of
the chromosomes in a population, with respect to the human reference sequence and
applied it to HapMap data. Even with limited statistical power to detect polymorphisms
at frequencies lower than 0.25 (with respect to the human reference), a list of 176
candidate inversions was generated using this model, which overlapped with several
previously known inversion polymorphisms. However, since the model uses patterns
of strong, long range linkage disequilibrium (LD) to access putative sites of inversion
rearrangements, some predicted inversions might be artifacts and may just represent
regions of high LD due to low recombination or recent selective sweeps, as noted by
the authors.
More recently, Sindi et al. (2010) applied a probabilistic model, using differences in
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haplotype block structure, to identify inversion polymorphisms from this type of data. In
opposition to Bansal et al. (2007), their method was able to predict inversion frequen-
cies and detect inversions that are the minor allele in the population (i.e. where most
individuals had the reference ”non-inverted” haplotype). Furthermore, they generated a
set of 355 putative inversion polymorphisms using SNP data from 4 populations (CEU,
YRI, CHB+JPT), overlapping with several inversion polymorphisms that have already
been validated by others, or for which direct evidence exists (Alkan et al. (2011)). While
it was possible to identify known inversion polymorphisms in both studies, hence vali-
dating the methods used, there are still several limitations that need to be considered
when predicting inversion rearrangements from SNP-haplotype data. The proposed
computational models rely on the assumption that (i) SNP haplotypes can be used
as a proxy of the inversion status and (ii) strong LD is expected in regions harboring
inversion rearrangements. As a consequence, only ancient inversions which have ac-
cumulated divergent mutations are likely to be captured. Another issue is that both
models implicitly assume a single origin but multiple independent events might have
given rise to the presence of a given inversion in different haplotypic backgrounds.
Indeed, in the attempt to characterize 6 human disease- associated inversion poly-
morphisms, Antonacci et al. (2009) showed, with the exception of one inversion (i.e.
17q21.31), no remarkable correlation between SNP-based haplotypes and the inver-
sion structure. The authors concluded that each of these inversions may have occurred
multiple times in the human lineage, on different haplotype backgrounds, providing evi-
dence of recurrence. Similar results were later observed for the 17q21.31 inversion, in
a cytogenetically-based study (Rao et al. (2010)), where some individuals homozygous
for the SNP-defined haplotype, previously thought to be completely associated with the
inversion (i.e. H2), were in fact heterokaryotic (i.e. inversion heterozygotes). In the
latter case, it shows that the inverted haplotype is sometimes oriented like the non-
inverted haplotype. In summary, identifying inversions by means of high density SNP
data is promising but far from a trivial task, and in those cases where an inversion has
arisen independently on at least 2 distinct haplotype backgrounds, genotyping methods
based on SNP data are prone to artifacts (e.g. false negatives).
Alternatively, sequence-based computational approaches have been recently in-
troduced to detect SVs (including inversions) making use of specific sequence data
signatures (see Alkan et al. (2011)). Among others, paired-end mapping (PEM) algo-
rithms are showing promising results in genome wide detection of inversion rearrange-
ments as they are able to assess the orientation of paired-end reads, therefore allowing
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the identification of discordant mapping to a reference genome (Korbel et al. (2007),
Medvedev et al. (2009)). A series of recent publications (Tuzun et al. (2005), Kidd et al.
(2008), Levy et al. (2007)) have applied this new method to identify structural variants
in the human genome, and while 56 inversions were found using a single individual
(Tuzun et al. (2005), Kidd et al. (2008) analyzing 8 genomes, identified a total of 217
inversions (but see Feuk (2007) for a more comprehensive review).
Considerable technological improvements have boosted our ability to assay inver-
sion variants in the human genome. NGS is becoming a routinely used tool in many
biological fields (Nothnagel et al. (2011), Baird et al. (2008), Davey et al. (2011), Garvin
et al. (2010), Hohenlohe et al. (2010)), and has already contributed (and is still contribut-
ing) to a better understanding of the architecture of the human genome. Nevertheless,
such technologies still represent a challenge to present-day research (Nothnagel et al.
(2011), Alkan et al. (2010)). For instance, inversion breakpoints are generally enriched
in runs of duplicated segments of DNA (e.g. segmental duplications (SDs)), which
greatly limits the ability to unambiguously map breakpoint regions (Feuk et al. (2005)).
Also, upon discovery, independent validation methods are still required to confirm the
orientation of a specific chromosome segment.
Ultimately, validation studies that simultaneously take into account the limitations
of the computational and molecular tools and experimental procedures are crucially
needed to estimate the error rates of SNP- or NGS- inferred inversion rearrangements.
Indeed, a recent review (Alkan et al. (2010)) explored the main limitations of the current
approaches to discovering structural variants, highlighting the importance of design-
ing algorithms that incorporate multiple methodologies to improve power, robustness,
sensitivity and specificity.
Impact of inversions on genome evolution
Molecular Effects of Inversions
As balanced rearrangements, inversions do not involve quantitative alteration in
the content of cellular DNA (at least no significant change in theory), but the reorgani-
zation of a genomic segment induces an alteration of the original genetic background
which may have several repercussions. Although much uncertainty remains regarding
the direct effects of inversions at the molecular level (e.g. gene expression patterns),
it has been shown that some inversions can result in major phenotypic alterations. For
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instance, the split of the mammalian Hoxd gene cluster into two independent pieces,
using an experimental technique (STRING) that induced an inversion rearrangement
(Spitz et al. (2005)), was responsible for the loss of expression of Hoxd genes during
limb development. One likely explanation to this observation is that the artificial reposi-
tioning of the genes within the inverted region, relatively to flanking regulatory elements,
led to changes in patterns of gene activity (Feuk et al. (2005), Hoffmann & Rieseberg
(2008)). Inversions exert some of their effects indirectly, by imposing new regimens of
molecular evolution on the DNA sequences encompassed by them. This is due to a
reduction, or even suppression of recombination within these segments in heterokary-
otypes. As subtle as it may seem, such effect can have drastic consequences since,
by acting as a genetic barrier, an inversion may ”freeze” an alternative allelic/haplotypic
sequence in a population (Hey (2003)). Indeed, ever since their first identification in
the 1920s (Sturtevant (1921)), inversions have been particularly investigated for their
putative role in population divergence and speciation phenomena (Rieseberg (2001),
Kirkpatrick & Barton (2006), Navarro & Barton (2003a), Noor et al. (2001), Faria et al.
(2011)). While classic models (e.g. hybrid dysfunction model of speciation such as
the Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller (Orr (1996)) often rely on the idea of fertility cost to
hybrids, overlooking the mechanisms by which rearrangements become established in
the first place, new inversion-based speciation models (Rieseberg (2001), Kirkpatrick
& Barton (2006), Navarro & Barton (2003a), Noor et al. (2001)) have been proposed
in recent years invoking the suppression of recombination as a major process for ge-
netic diversification and speciation. Recombination is regarded as one of the major
evolutionary processes since it is responsible for the genetic shuffling and introduction
of new allelic combinations, upon which selection can act (Faria et al. (2011)). Once
an inversion arises in a population, recombination in that region becomes suppressed
between chromosomes with different orientations (with the exception of double cross-
overs within large inverted regions). Virtually all ”suppressed-recombination” models
explicitly suggest that such rearrangements provide a window of opportunity for the ac-
cumulation of differences between the two chromosomal configurations that could cul-
minate in the evolution of reproductive isolation (Rieseberg (2001), Kirkpatrick & Barton
(2006), Navarro & Barton (2003a), Noor et al. (2001), Faria et al. (2011)). At present,
observations supporting these new models have been reported for several species,
including birds (Huynh et al. (2011)), mammals (Bardhan & Sharma (2000)), insects
(Joron et al. (2011)) and plants (Lowry et al. (2010)). In primates much controversy has
been building up in the last years over the contribution of suppressed recombination
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to the divergence of ancestral populations of humans and chimpanzees and, in spite
of many efforts, accelerated evolution in rearranged versus collinear chromosomes be-
tween the two species has not been definitely proven (Navarro & Barton (2003b), Lu et
al. (2003), Zang et al. (2004)). However, since the scope of this thesis falls exclusively
on human polymorphicinversions, we will not explore further the role of inversions on
speciation, but instead we will focus on the possible mechanisms and processes by
which inversions rise in frequency and may become established in populations.
From Genomic Novelties to Established Polymorphisms
The spread of these rearrangements can result from a combination of several fac-
tors, largely influenced by populations demography, ecology and evolutionary history.
It has been argued (Ayala et al. (2010), Kirkpatrick & Barton (2006)) that an inversion
could rise in frequency because it brings together locally adapted genes that become
”protected” from introgression, due to a local reduction in recombination. According to
this scenario, the selective advantage is not directly related to the new chromosomal
structure but to its favorable genetic (i.e. haplotypic) composition (Spirito (1998)). As
a consequence, the distribution of such inversions may display clines related with lo-
cal adaptation (Ayala et al. (2010)). Non-ecological processes, such as meiotic drive
(i.e. a process in which an allele is over-transmitted in gametes during meiosis), might
also influence the frequency and distribution of an inversion polymorphism by distorting
its segregation (Kirkpatrick (2010)). However, while this is theoretically possible such
processes do not appear to be general features in establishing inversions in human
populations, since most rearrangements seem to segregate normally. As any other
type of mutation, inversions are affected by evolutionary forces. On this basis, random
genetic drift, selection and gene flow (i.e. migration) can play major roles in shaping
their distribution and frequencies across populations. For example,Spirito et al. (1993),
using a multi-deme model of local extinction and recolonization, observed that even
underdominant inversions could, by chance, persist or rise to fixation in populations.
However, the authors noted that this scenario is only achieved in cases of small ef-
fective population size, where drift causes the maintenance or rise in frequency of the
rearrangement albeit the systematic pressure of selection. In contrast, if the rearrange-
ment offers a selective advantage to the carriers, its fixation is more likely, due to the
expected advantage of the inversion homozygotes (Faria et al. (2011), Spirito (1998),
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Spirito et al. (1993)). In humans, numerous inversion variants of different sizes segre-
gate in populations (Feuk (2007), Bansal et al. (2007), Hoffmann & Rieseberg (2008)).
Although the vast majority falls within the 10 to 100kb size interval, there are several
inversion polymorphisms with sizes greater than 1Mb in length (Feuk (2007)). Such
findings are not necessarily surprising as, in theory, the impact of an inversion is pri-
marily related with its breakpoints location (Feuk (2007)) and if no gene is disrupted,
even large inversions may be neutral and, thus, spread within and between populations
through stochastic processes. However, in the absence of a robust high-throughput
method to genotype balanced rearrangements, much uncertainty remains regarding
the incidence of inversions in humans, how they are distributed throughout populations
and their frequency as polymorphic variants.
Human Polymorphic Inversions
Aside from a small number of examples that come from indirect studies focusing on
human diseases (Antonacci et al. (2009), Bugge et al. (2000), Shaw & Lupski (2004)),
only a couple of inversions have been extensively characterized at the population level
(Stefansson et al. (2005), Zody et al. (2008), Donnelly et al. (2010), Salm et al. (2012)).
Namely, (i) the 8p23.1 inversion that spans a 4.5 Mb region and is considered the
largest polymorphic inversion known in the human genome (Salm et al. (2012)), and
(ii) the smaller but still very large 900 Kb inversion at 17q21.31 which attains relatively
high frequencies in several European populations.
The 8p23.1 Inversion (8p23.1-inv )
Initial studies (Antonacci et al. (2009), Bosch et al. (2009)) have made clear that
this particular segment presents a very complex genomic architecture mainly due to
the two large blocks of segmental duplications (SDs) it contains. Although considered
a neutral polymorphism (Salm et al. (2012)), it has been repeatedly argued (Hollox et
al. (2008)) that, due to the presence of these highly identical structures, subsequent
rearrangements via non allelic homologous recombination (NAHR i.e. a mechanism
of illegitimate recombination between sequences of high identity) can cause syndromic
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phenotypes (e.g. microdeletion syndromes) in the offspring of heterozygous mothers.
However, the exact molecular mechanisms leading to disease phenotypes remain to be
elucidated (but see below). Another important aspect of the 8p23.1-inv is the number
of genes encompassed. The region contains at least 50 genes (Bosch et al. (2009)),
among which the BLK - B lymphocyte kinase - gene that has been associated with
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and other autoimmune
diseases (Simpfendorfer et al. (2012)). Interestingly, it has been suggested that the risk
alleles are specific to the non-inverted configuration (Salm et al. (2012)). In order to
characterize its worldwide distribution, Salm et al. have recently applied an innovative
approach to diploid SNP-genotype data (Salm et al. (2012)). Taking into consideration
the limitations of most SNP-based tagging methods to identify inversions, as we noted
above, the authors have designed a new and powerful multidimensional scaling (MDS)
algorithm called PFIDO (Phase-Free Inversion Detection Operator) to efficiently cate-
gorize almost 2000 individuals from 56 populations by inversion status. According to
their results, this inversion polymorphism displays a worldwide clinal distribution with
frequencies reaching 79% in a Mozabite sample (Algeria), 63% in an Italian sample
and 25% in a ”Manchu” sample (North-East Asia), which, the authors claimed would
be consistent with demographic models of early human expansions out of Africa. How-
ever, since no single SNP was perfectly correlated with the inversion status, the 8p23.1
inversion may not act as an absolute recombination barrier and low levels of gene flow
between inverted haplotypes may have occurred throughout its evolution. This is not
necessarily surprising given the size of the inversion, which may allow for some double
cross-over events.
Based on these results, the authors concluded that the 8p23-inv appears to have
evolved neutrally (or under very weak selective pressure) in humans. Moreover, given
the correlation between the genetic substructure and the inversion status, they sug-
gested that recurrent events were also infrequent across this region in the Homo lin-
eage.
The 17q21.31 Inversion (17q21.31-inv )
Another relatively common inversion polymorphism that became the focus of in-
tense research in the last years is located at 17q21.31. In contrast to the 8p23-inv, early
studies suggested (Stefansson et al. (2005)) that the 900 kb inversion polymorphism is
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undergoing selection in Europeans. After analyzing more than 29,000 Icelandic individ-
uals,Stefansson et al. (2005) observed that females carrying either one or two copies
had more children, and, applying coalescent simulations, concluded that positive selec-
tion is likely acting on the rearrangement. More recently,Zody et al. (2008) analyzed the
evolutionary history of the same inverted region, using data from several non-human
primates. According to their results, this particular segment was prone to multiple recur-
rent events throughout primate evolution, which contributed to the complex duplicated
architecture of the region. Moreover, they highlighted the emergence of directly oriented
blocks of segmental duplications (SDs) in the human H2 haplotype (inversionassociated
haplotype). SDs can act as substrates of nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR)
that can result in microdeletions and microduplications events, often associated with
disease (Zody et al. (2008), Flores et al. (2007), Gu et al. (2008)). On this basis,Zody et
al. (2008) proposed that, due to the negative selection against the H2 haplotype, the H1
”chromosome” rose to high frequencies in humans. However, the high frequency of the
H2 chromosome in some European populations (between 5% and 35%) was explained
by founder effects during the peopling of Europe following the Out-of-Africa human
colonization of the continent. Similar demographic interpretations were subsequently
given byDonnelly et al. (2010) after analyzing a more detailed global distribution of the
17q21.31 haplotypes, using SNPs and short tandem repeats (STRs) polymorphisms.
They found low frequencies of the H2 haplotype in most of the 63 non-European pop-
ulations. Based on these observations, their model favored a complete fixation of the
H1 haplotype followed by a de novo occurrence in the Homo line, hence explaining its
patchy distribution.Donnelly et al. (2010) also concluded that the Neolithic transition,
rather than the first out of Africa wave, might be responsible for its present-day dis-
tribution in Europe. Interestingly, two new and independent studies have focused on
the duplicated architecture of the 17q21.31 region to further investigate its evolutionary
trajectory (Steinberg et al. (2012), Boettger et al. (2012)). Using NGS data from more
than 800 individuals and applying a strategy that combined BAC-based assemblies,
read depth-base copy number estimates, BAC pool sequencing and FISH,Steinberg
et al. (2012) have identified distinct copy number polymorphisms (CNPs), including a
short (CNP155) and long duplication (CNP205) exclusively associated with the H2 and
H1 haplotypes, respectively. On the basis of these architectural differences, the authors
were able to define four main structural haplotypes classified according to the inversion
status and copy-number status. Furthermore, the frequency of the 17q21.31-inv in the
African continent was reassessed by surveying a large collection of new population
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samples from different sources (e.g. 1000Genomes). Remarkably, it was reported that
the different inversion associated haplotypes (namely H2 and H2D) were segregating
at fairly high frequencies (e.g. 7% in Maasai population) in several African ancestry
groups, in opposition to earlier observations (Donnelly et al. (2010)). In light of these
new results,Steinberg et al. (2012) proposed a new model where an ancestral H2 hap-
lotype arose in central or eastern Africa and spread to southern regions before the
emergence of anatomically modern humans. Approximately 2.3 Million years ago the
region (re-)inverted back to the direct orientation and the resulting genomic configura-
tion (H1) spread throughout the Homo lineage becoming the predominant haplotype.
The authors also note that the complex duplicated architecture of extant haplotypes
(H2D and H1D) represents younger evolutionary events, as the duplications in the two
major clades (H1 and H2) have occurred independently. Another important conclusion
from this study was finding that only one haplotype (H2D) predisposes to the syndromic
17q21.31 microdeletion, via NAHR. This configuration is characterized by the presence
of directly oriented homologous SDs flanking the disease-critical region and it is asso-
ciated with a duplication of the KANSL1 locus. Intriguingly, this chromosomal variant
appears to be enriched in some European populations, with frequencies reaching 25%,
and with virtually no genetic variation between carriers.
Similar conclusions were reached in a parallel study by Boettger et al. (2012),
where two duplications of the KANSL1 locus, one in each genomic background (H1 and
H2), have also been reported. According to the authors, these architectural changes
lead to a similar alteration at the molecular level creating a new transcript of the KANSL
gene which may have an impact on female fertility, as demonstrated in a Drosophila
mutant (Yu et al. (2010)), strengthening the initial idea of selection (Stefansson et
al. (2005)). In summary, the (i) contradictory hypotheses raised to explain the high
genetic divergence observed between the inverted and non-inverted configuration in
modern humans, and (ii) the conflicting scenarios proposed to explain the expansion of
inversion-carrying haplotype across populations, highlight two very important features
of genetic data. First, complex spatial phenomena (e.g. human demographic expan-
sions, contractions, and admixture events) can produce selection-like signatures in the
genome (Klopfstein et al. (2005), Currat et al. (2006)). And secondly, species-specific
characteristics, such as migration rates, population size, etc., are crucial when model-
ing genetic data. It is well known that human populations have gone through massive
changes in size and distribution in the past, including expansions, bottlenecks, and ad-
mixture events, which resulted in distinct genetic diversity patterns among populations.
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However, quantifying the contribution of past events to the genetic pool of present-day
populations remains a difficult task (Goldstein & Chikhi (2002), Chikhi (2009)) in which
new modeling approaches are needed. Due to the complexity of the 17q21.31 re-
gion, the evolutionary history of this inversion remains a debated issue (Steinberg et al.
(2012)). Although one cannot rule out the possibility of selection (nor a possible contri-
bution of the Homo neanderthalensis (Hardy et al. (2005))), it is quite likely that different
demographic histories could produce the same patterns of variation with or without se-
lection. Identifying the scenarios that best explain these patterns is a challenge that
may be overcome with some recent advances in population genetics inference (Gold-
stein & Chikhi (2002), Beaumont & Rannala (2004)).
Simulation and Inferential Tools
One important question is whether there is an appropriate statistical framework
which would allow us to choose among a set of currently proposed scenarios the most
appropriate. Recent advances in population genetics modeling suggest that it may be
possible thanks to improved simulation programs and to Approximate Bayesian Compu-
tation (ABC), which may provide part of the answer. In a few words, the ABC framework
relies on the use of very large numbers of simulations under one or several models. The
observed (or real) genetic data are summarized by several summary statistics such as
the number of alleles or the expected heterozygosity. The simulated data are also sum-
marized and compared to the observed data. The scenarios or parameter values that
produce simulated data that are closest to the observed data are then considered to
be the most likely (Beaumont et al. (2002), Beaumont (2010) for a review). The ABC
methodology relies on the ability to simulate genetic data very efficiently and rapidly,
which was made possible thanks to the development of the coalescent theory (Hudson
(1990)). In the last ten years the ABC framework has gained momentum and has been
widely applied. It is the focus of intense research (Wegmann et al. (2009), Blum (2010),
Sousa et al. (2009, 2011)) which suggests that it is a very flexible approach to model
choice and parameter estimation. In the case of genomic data and inversions, one of
the main constraints is the limitation in terms of simulating tools. While simulating large
numbers of loci under the coalescent is relatively straightforward (Beaumont (2010)),
even at a genome-wide scale (Carvajal-Rodrı´guez (2010)), the simulation of inversions
has unfortunately received little attention with few exceptions (O’Reilly et al. (2010)).
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To our knowledge, invertFREGENE (O’Reilly et al. (2010)) is the first (and probably the
only) software allowing the introduction of a single inversion polymorphism of specific
length into a population. The authors ingeniously modified a version of a previously
published software (Chadeau-Hyam et al. (2008)) to incorporate the possibility of mod-
eling neutral inversion rearrangements under a finite sites mutation model. The invert-
FREGENE software provides the possibility of simulating very large inversions, and to
account for complex demographic scenarios to study the fate of inversions. Several fea-
tures like the incorporation of population substructure, instantaneous expansions and
contractions, are also allowed. However, there are several limitations which make it
difficult for statistical inference. Indeed, invertFREGENE allows the simulation of in-
versions by specifying a ”target” frequency (for instance the observed frequency today)
but, since the number of simulations that actually took place in order to reach this target
frequency is not kept, it is difficult to identify the parameter values most likely to produce
the observed data. In other words, each run only gives the output for one successful
inversion that reached the given target frequency. However, given that the code is freely
available it should be possible to modify it so as to circumvent this limitation. By using
its core simulation engine, one could in principle develop an ABC approach that would
allow us to identify models of recent human evolution with and without selection that
best explain the current distribution of inversions in human populations. Recent simu-
lation work by Li & Jakobsson (2012) has for instance shown that the use of between
several hundreds and a couple of thousands of SNPs, provides major improvements
in the estimation of parameters. They did not explore the issue of model choice but
other studies have done it with smaller number of loci (Sousa et al. (2011), Fagundes
et al. (2007)). For instance, Fagundes et al. (2007) were able to identify which model of
human evolution was best supported using only 50 independent DNA sequences. With
the arrival of genomic data, one could potentially determine how different regions of the
genome are best explained by models with or without selection. Inverted regions could
easily be typed for hundreds of SNPs and their demographic history compared to that
of other regions. However, the general ABC framework has its limits. For instance, us-
ing forward-in-time simulators, such as invertFREGENE, could prove computationally
very demanding. The ABC framework might however be modified to account for these
computational challenges. One way could be to use fewer simulations and/or fewer sce-
narios. This would still allow us to identify the most likely among several scenarios. For
instance, Rasteiro et al. (2012) used a complex spatial framework to identify among 45
different scenarios which ones were most likely to explain genetic data from European
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populations. They focused on genetic diversity and differentiation in Y chromosome
and mtDNA data and tried to determine mgration patterns among hunter-gatherers and
farmers during the Neolithic transition. Thus, despite these limitations, ABC is currently
one of the most flexible and powerful approaches to explore the properties of genomic
data, including inversions.
Overlooked Issues and Future Perspectives
Inversion Hotspots
From an evolutionary perspective, the presence of almost identical duplicated se-
quences in inversion breakpoints is also intriguing. Consider, for instance, the whole-
genome comparative study by Murphy et al. (2005) where the genome organization of
8 mammalian species was analyzed in order to identify patterns of chromosome evolu-
tion. Using homologous synteny blocks (HSBs) they have identified several regions of
chromosome breakage that apparently have been reused throughout evolution (i.e. in-
dependent breaks occurring at the same chromosomal sites). Interestingly, the authors
have also observed that most of primate-specific breaks involve inversions that have
been generated via NAHR between duplicated HSBs. Further support was later pro-
vided by Caceres et al. (2007) who identified another example of long-term breakpoint
reuse throughout mammalian evolution in a genomic segment containing a polymorphic
inversion on the human X chromosome. By sequence comparison between 28 placen-
tal mammals, the authors have suggested that at least 10 independent recurrent events
must be considered to accommodate the present-day genomic structures observed in
different species. In addition, recurrent events within multiple primate lineages have
also been proposed for the 17q21.31 region (Zody et al. (2008)). Overall, these results
appear to suggest that some genomic locations might exhibit greater rearrangement ac-
tivity than others. One interesting possibility is that some regions represent conserved
inversion hotspots that could have been maintained due to important functional or regu-
latory properties associated with the duplications (Caceres et al. (2007)). Indeed, after
analyzing a specific class of duplicated structures, defined as inverted repeats (IRs),
Warburton et al. (2004) hypothesized that their maintenance during primate evolution
could be linked to important regulatory mechanisms controlling deleterious gene ex-
pression on sex-chromosomes. In conclusion, future work is still needed in order to
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determine the distribution of these apparently non-randomly distributed break sites, as
studies analyzing at depth the population genetics of inversions are scarce in the liter-
ature.
Inversions and Recombination Rate
Many authors have also overlooked the effect of chromosomal inversions on the over-
all recombination rate, despite the vital role of crossing over during meiosis for proper
chromosome segregation (Fledel-Alon et al. (2011), Stevison et al. (2011)). In humans,
as in many other organisms (Petes (2001), Jensen-Seaman et al. (2004)), recombi-
nation is affected by several genomic features, such as location (e.g. lower rates near
centromeres and higher near telomeres), and gene density (but see Coop & Przeworski
(2007) for a more detailed review). Interestingly, it has also been shown that most re-
combination events (approximately 80%) are concentrated in small genomic regions
of 1-2 kb, known as recombination hotspots (Goldstein & Weale (2001), Goldstein &
Chikhi (2002), Myers et al. (2005)). The PRDM9 gene was recently described (Bau-
dat et al. (2010), Berg et al. (2010)) as a major regulator of human recombination
hotspots, with allelic variants of this gene influencing the differential usage of recom-
bination hotspots. However, one might hypothesize that if an inversion happens to
encompass an active hotspot, recombination will likely become inhibited in that partic-
ular region, disturbing the overall recombination rate by possibly de-localizing crossing-
over events to different locations. For instance, it has been argued that, in Drosophila
species, inversions significantly increase the recombination rate throughout the rest of
the genome Stevison et al. (2011). Interestingly, it has also been consistently reported
that polymorphisms on the H2 (inverted) haplotype in 17q21.31 are associated with an
increase of the genome-wide recombination rate in heterozygous females (Stefansson
et al. (2005), Chowdhury et al. (2009)). Have these inversions trapped specific vari-
ants of more active recombination hotspot determinants? That is an intriguing possibil-
ity; however, the recombination machinery might be extremely different between these
species, since no recombination hotspots were ever reported in Drosophila (Coop &
Przeworski (2007)). On an evolutionary time-scale, inversions may lead to new stabi-
lizing points of the map of recombination events within the affected chromosome, as
has been recurrently observed in the establishment of dimorphic sex chromosomes of
mammals and other distantly related vertebrate taxa (Lahn & Page (1999), Skaletsky
et al. (2003), Ross et al. (2005)) as well as in plants (Matsunaga (2006)). In fact, in-
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cipient heteromorphic sex chromosomes (Y and Z chromosomes) often differentiate via
the accumulation of inversion rearrangements that prevent recombination over increas-
ingly large regions with their homologues. Nevertheless, recombination and successful
disjunction are maintained and therefore the recombination machinery may be more
labile than would be expect a priori. Moreover, since current estimates suggest that ap-
proximately 25,000 putative hotspots exist in the human genome (Myers et al. (2005))
understanding how inversion rearrangements might affect or contribute to differential
hotspot usage will be a challenging task.
Conclusions
Given the increased interest on chromosomal rearrangements, scientists are now be-
ginning to recognize inversions as important players shaping genetic variation. Over
the last decade, fundamental questions began to emerge focusing on their molecular
properties (Flores et al. (2007), Gu et al. (2008)), on the mechanisms responsible for
their origin (Lee et al. (2007)), on their evolutionary significance (Kirkpatrick (2010),
Hey (2003), Brown & O’Neill (2010)) and on their role in speciation (Rieseberg (2001),
Sturtevant (1921), Hey (2003), Navarro & Barton (2003a), Noor et al. (2001), Faria et al.
(2011)). In humans, extensive sequencing efforts have revealed a somewhat surprising
abundance of inversions segregating as polymorphisms (Feuk et al. (2005)). This ob-
servation is in sharp contrast with previous expectations that suggested a direct impact
of inversions on fertility (Brown & O’Neill (2010)). However, as seen above, it is evident
that such impact might be influenced by a combination of multiple processes (Nosil &
Feder (2011), Guerrero et al. (2012)).
As genomic information continues to accumulate in publicly available databases,
new in silico approaches combined with evidence of human demographic history based
on archaeological and linguistic theories - might prove useful when exploring the role
of inversion polymorphisms as evolutionary significant elements. Nevertheless, genetic
data should be used with extreme caution as different plausible scenarios might fit
the observed patterns of present day diversity (Currat et al. (2006)). In our opinion,
due to its flexibility, robustness and efficiency, ABC strategies should be considered
in future studies, as these approaches allow us to quantify the relative contribution
of ancient and recent factors, including selection, in shaping the genetic structure of
present-day populations. Even if ABC modeling only represents an approximation, it
surely constitutes a promising statistical inferential framework to reconstruct important
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aspects of the evolutionary history of populations.
In conclusion, with the work presented in this thesis, we expect to contribute to the
general understanding of the evolutionary implications of inversion rearrangements in
the human genome, by exploring the potential role of inversions in evolution from differ-
ent perspectives (chapter II and chapter III). Moreover, it should be mentioned that we
are currently performing a series of simulations using a modified version of invertFRE-
GENE (forward-in-time simulator) software (O’Reilly et al. (2010)). Although the work
has not yet been finalised, as we need to expand our simulation framework to account
for other possible scenarios, we have found interesting patterns when the simulated
data evolves under neutral processes. In the final chapter of this thesis (chapter IV), we
will discuss our preliminary data in greater detail and highlight how these new strate-
gies may allow us to further understand the impact of this specific type of structural
variability in evolution.
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Abstract
For decades, chromosomal inversions have been regarded as fascinating evolu-
tionary elements as they are expected to suppress recombination between chromo-
somes with opposite orientations, leading to the accumulation of genetic differences
between the two configurations over time. Here, making use of publicly available popu-
lation genotype data for the largest polymorphic inversion in the human genome (8p23-
inv ), we assessed whether this inhibitory effect of inversion rearrangements led to sig-
nificant differences in the recombination landscape of two homologous DNA segments,
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with opposite orientation. Our analysis revealed that the accumulation of genetic dif-
ferentiation is positively correlated with the variation in recombination profiles. The
observed recombination dissimilarity between inversion types is consistent across all
populations analyzed, and surpasses the effects of geographic structure, suggesting
that both structures (orientations) have been evolving independently over an extended
period of time, despite being subjected to the very same demographic history. Aside
this mainly independent evolution, we also identified a short segment (350 kb, less than
10% of the whole inversion) in the central region of the inversion where the genetic
divergence between the two structural haplotypes is diminished. While it is difficult
to demonstrate it, this could be due to gene flow (possibly via double-crossing over
events), which is consistent with the higher recombination rates surrounding this seg-
ment. This study demonstrates for the first time that chromosomal inversions influence
the recombination landscape at a fine-scale, and highlights the role of these rearrange-
ments as drivers of genome evolution.
Introduction
Genetic recombination is one of the key evolutionary processes affecting variation
throughout the genome. This process, generally mediated by homology, involves the
exchange of genetic information between two homologous chromosomes (or between
different albeit homologous regions of the same chromosome) (Faria & Navarro (2010)),
potentially disrupting the relationship between alleles at those loci and ensuring new
allelic combinations. Traditionally, recombination has been estimated using pedigree-
based or sperm-typing methods, by directly counting the products of meiosis (Hubert
et al. (1994), Brown et al. (1998)).
Given that such techniques are impracticable at a population level (Clark et al.
(2010)), recent years have witnessed the rise and improvement of statistical inferen-
tial approaches to indirectly detect recombination events at a genome wide scale, from
population genetic data (Li & Stephens (2003), McVean et al. (2004), Auton & McVean
(2007)). In general, these methods rely on the assumption that Linkage Disequilibrium
LD (i.e. non-random association of alleles) is significantly reduced in regions that are
exposed to recombination (Clark et al. (2010)). Studies applying these alternative meth-
ods (Fearnhead et al. (2004), Li et al. (2006)) validated the empirical evidence from the
late 1990s (Lichten & Goldman (1995), Purandare & Patel (1997)) that suggested an
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uneven distribution of recombination along the genome. In other words, recombina-
tion appears to be clustered in specific genomic regions, now known as recombination
hotspots. Such finding encouraged the emergence of fine-scale comparative analy-
sis at multiple levels (Jensen-Seaman et al. (2004), Serre et al. (2005), Cheung et al.
(2007)) and it has become increasingly clear that, even though the global recombination
landscape is largely conserved among humans, local recombination patterns are signif-
icantly heterogeneous between different present-day populations (Serre et al. (2005),
Cheung et al. (2007), Keinan & Reich (2010), Laayouni et al. (2011), Fledel-Alon et al.
(2011)).
Interestingly, a particular type of chromosomal rearrangement inversions became
subject of intense research in the last few years due to their negative effects on re-
combination (Hoffmann & Rieseberg (2008), Kirkpatrick (2010), Alves et al. (2012)).
Inversions are known to suppress recombination between differently oriented chromo-
somal segments, and it has been suggested that such rearrangements may play an
important role shaping species divergence and evolution (Kirkpatrick & Barton (2006),
Ayala et al. (2010)). At present more than 1000 inversions have been identified and
validated in the human genome (Iafrate et al. (2004)), but only a few have been studied
at a population scale (Stefansson et al. (2005), Antonacci et al. (2009), Donnelly et al.
(2010), Steinberg et al. (2012), Salm et al. (2012)).
In the following study we focus on the human 8p23 region. This region harbors the
largest polymorphic inversion known in the human genome (Antonacci et al. (2009)) A
4Mb long paracentric inversion that shows a strong clinal distribution in human popula-
tions, with frequencies varying between 80% (in Africa), 50% (in Europe) and 20% (in
Asia) (Salm et al. (2012)). Even though the 8p23 region harbors several candidate loci
for natural selection (Pickrell et al. (2009)), and genes related to autoimmune disorders
(Deng & Tsao (2010)), a model of neutral evolution shaped mostly by demographic
factors has been suggested to explain its current distribution (Salm et al. (2012)).
Here, we used this inversion polymorphism to study the evolution of recombination
in a novel way. Taking advantage of the fact that this inversion is frequent in several
human populations, our first aim is to quantify the distribution of recombination along
the 4MB genomic segment and to determine whether the recombination landscape
has evolved differently in the two chromosomal orientations. While recombination is
expected to be suppressed (or extremely rare) between heterokaryotypes (i.e. individ-
uals heterozygous for the orientation), chromosomes with the same orientation should
still be able to recombine freely across the region (Conrad & Hurles (2007)). Indeed,
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chromosomal segments with opposing orientations may be seen as two different ”sub-
populations” subjected to the same demographic history while independently accumu-
lating mutations and recombination events, leading to increasing divergence over time.
By comparing the recombination patterns of inverted and non-inverted chromosomes,
we thus expect to gain insight on the evolution of recombination following a drastic
chromosome rearrangement.
Materials & Methods
Genotype Data, Inference of Inversion Status & Population sets
Genotype data were obtained from the Stanford Human Genome Diversity Project
(HGDP) website and subsequently stored as a single raw file using the Plink software
(Purcell et al. (2007)). Individuals were grouped according to continental origin, as in
Salm et al. (2012), and 4 distinct groups were thus defined, Sub-Saharan Africa, Eu-
rope, Middle East, and Central South Asia. Altogether 1,447 SNPs were identified for
the whole data set (685 individuals) with an average spacing of 3.1 kb. Note that the
geographical groupings above are only used as practical units devised to achieve suffi-
cient sample sizes. The PFIDO (Phase-Free Inversion Detection Operator) R package
(Salm et al. (2012)) was then used to infer the orientation of the 8p23 region. This
package uses a database of genotypes for which the inversion profile is known and a
statistical approach to then assign new multi-locus genotypes to one of the three pos-
sible inversion statuses (i.e. two different homokaryotypes and one heterokaryotype).
This step was independently applied to the 4 meta-population groups since, in each
region, different SNPs may be statistically associated to the inversion status. Moreover,
since no single SNP can be used as proxy of the inversion status (i.e. no inversion
marker has yet been identified), PFIDO was applied following the package recommen-
dations on the entire SNP set.
Due to the low coverage of the HGDP SNP panel, we were unable to accurately
predict the 8p23 orientation in the Sub-Saharan individuals with PFIDO. Given that the
International Hapmap Project (Consortium (2003)) comprises a larger density marker
panel (> 4000 SNPs encompassing the region), we retrieved the available genotype
data for the YRI population (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria) from the project Phase II (re-
lease 23) and applied the same procedure as above. We were thus able to infer the
8p23 orientation for all YRI individuals, and used them as our African group for the
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remaining of the study. To minimize any bias related to the source of the data for the
African sample, we additionally obtained genotype information and inferred the 8p23
orientation in individuals from the Hapmap CEU population (Utah residents with North-
ern and Western European ancestry from the CEPH collection). These samples were
merged to the HGDP European set once we confirmed that no bias could be identified
(see below).
Once the orientation was determined for the different groups, each was again split
according to the inversion status. As our working set was mostly composed of un-
phased genotype data, heterokaryotypes were excluded from the analysis to avoid in-
accurate recombination rate estimates. A list of the number of individuals used in this
study is shown in Table I.
Population Data Source Inverted Standard
Yoruba in Ibada, Nigeria Hapmap 43 16
43 16
French, France HGDP 7 6
Sardinian, Italy HGDP 8 6
Orcadian, GB HGDP 8 2
Russian, Russia HGDP 6 6
Italian, Italy HGDP 7 2
Basque, Spain HGDP 14 3
Adygei, Russia HGDP 4 2
CEPH Hapmap 17 8
71 35
Brahui, Pakistan HGDP 2 7
Balochi, Pakistan HGDP 2 5
Hazara, Pakistan HGDP 1 8
Makrani, Pakistan HGDP 1 7
Sindhi, Pakistan HGDP 2 9
Pathan, Pakistan HGDP 5 9
Kalash, Pakistan HGDP 6 5
Burusho, Pakistan HGDP 1 13
Uygur, China HGDP 1 5
Central South ASIA 21 68
Druze, Israel HGDP 12 11
Bedouin, Israel HGDP 12 7
Palestinian, Israel HGDP 10 11
Mozabite, Algeria HGDP 17 1
51 30
186 149
Structural Orientation
EUROPE
AFRICA
TOTAL
MIDDLE EAST
Table I: Number of individuals and corresponding inversion status by geographical origin.
Also, only SNPs identified within the HGDP data were considered for subsequent
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analysis, thus minimizing missing data. Finally, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
was conducted prior to the estimation of recombination rates to examine the consis-
tency of the data. As Figure 1 shows, all individuals clustered according to the inversion
status and continental origin regardless of the data set used.
Recombination rates Estimation
Estimates of recombination rate were obtained using the rhomap program dis-
tributed within the LDHat package (v2.2) (Auton & McVean (2007)). LDHat uses a
composite-likelihood scheme, where population-scaled recombination rates are esti-
mated between each pair of consecutive SNPs. Independent runs of rhomap were car-
ried out for all geographical- and orientation- specific groups for a total of 10,000,000
iterations with a burn-in of 100,000 iterations. Samples were taken every 5,000 itera-
tions after the burn-in, with block and hotspot penalties set to zero. Given that (i) LDHat
ignores non-polymorphic positions, and (ii) the HGDP panel is composed of SNPs that
are not globally segregating as polymorphisms (i.e. some SNPs are monomorphic in
certain populations), the comparison of the results for different populations requires
that intervals be defined which will then be comparable. To do this we adopted a similar
approach to McVean et al. (2004) and the local recombination rates were ”averaged” by
summing all estimated values over non-overlapping segments of 20kb. This approach
has the advantage of allowing a direct comparison of recombination estimates, while
maintaining a good resolution of the recombination landscape.
Recombination dissimilarity & Genetic differentiation
To determine whether the different structural haplotypes had similar recombina-
tion profiles we compared the sets of rho values estimated in the previous section.
Spearman rank correlation coefficients were obtained between each pair of structural
haplotype (Inverted versus Standard) within each geographical group using a 500 kb
sliding-window approach (in other words: 25 rho values were used to compute one cor-
relation coefficient). These coefficients were then transformed into dissimilarity values
by subtracting them from 1, as in Laayouni et al. (2011). In parallel, the same 500kb
blocks were used to estimate the differentiation between the two structural orientations.
Fst values were computed using the Hierfstat R package (Goudet (2005)). Finally the
obtained dissimilarity measures were compared to the corresponding Fst estimates. All
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Figure 1: Global genetic strat-
ification at the 8p23 region
- Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) performed on HGDP (n
= 251) and HapMap (n = 84)
population genotype data. A to-
tal of 1,447 SNPs were used.
Each dot corresponds to one in-
dividual, with distinct symbols
representing geographical- and
orientation- specific groups. The
first principal component (i.e.
horizontal axis) illustrates the
strong genetic differentiation be-
tween the two main haplotypes
(Inverted / Standard)
statistical analyses were performed using the R software. To further evaluate the vari-
ation in the distribution of recombination within the 8p23 region, we applied the same
method and performed pairwise comparisons between geographical groups within each
structural haplotype.
Results
Recombination patterns along the 8p23 region
Recombination patterns along the 8p23 region Population-scaled recombination rates
(4Ner /Kb) were inferred for a total of 335 individuals from eight distinct groups (accord-
ing to inversion-status and geographical origin) using the 1,447 SNPs identified. The
cumulative plot of the proportion of recombination occurring in a given fraction of the se-
quence (Figure 2) shows that there is an uneven distribution of recombination across
the interval. While such distribution is expected based on previous genome-wide re-
combination maps (McVean et al. (2004), Clark et al. (2010)), it is interesting to note
differences between the populations analyzed (see below).
Figure 3 shows the recombination profile of each group for the 8p23 region. While
there is a good overall agreement in the large-scale patterns of recombination (i.e. the
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Figure 2: Cumulative re-
combination patterns at the
8p23 region Uneven distribu-
tion of recombination within
the 8p23 region: The cumu-
lative plot illustrates the pro-
portion of recombination oc-
curring in a given portion of
the sequence. Recombination
estimates have been sorted in
increasing order of intensity.1
strongest peaks are shared across all analyzed groups), significant differences in local
recombination estimates are also observable, suggesting that we have sufficient power
to detect fine-scale variation inside the region. Table II shows the mean recombina-
tion rate across all SNPs for each group. Significant differences in recombination rates
between the groups were confirmed by a repeated measures ANOVA test (p-value <
0.00001). Interestingly, it appears that a significant part and perhaps most of the vari-
ation in the recombination landscape is associated with the chromosomal rearrange-
ment. Indeed, a much stronger concordance can be observed between the profiles of
individuals sharing the same chromosomal configuration (i.e. orientation) than between
individuals sharing the same continental origin but having different orientations (Figure
3). For instance, we can identify a peak around 9.5 Mbp that is shared between all
”standard individuals” but absent or much weaker in the inverted chromosomes. An-
other similar example can be found around 11.0 Mbp, where a relatively strong peak
shared between all non-African inverted chromosomes is substantially weaker in the
standard chromosomes.
1Abbreviations: C&S ASIA, Central and South Asia; MID EAST, Middle East.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Recombination rates Recombination estimates for each (geographical and orientation
specific) group obtained from LdHat. The left and right panel show the results for the Inverted (II) and Non-inverted
(NN) subtypes, respectively. Grey bins of 500Kb are displayed to ease comparisons between the different groups
along the region. Drawn arrows denote recombination events that appear to be unique (or much more frequent) in
one of the two structural haplotypes
”II”, Inverted orientation; ”NN”, Standard orientation
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Table II: Mean recombination rate across the 8p23 for the different groups.
Given that LD-based recombination estimates are influenced by the allele frequen-
cies (hereafter, AFs) of the used markers, and that the ability to reliably resolve recom-
bination events may become progressively weaker for SNPs showing low minor AFs
(MAF) (Auton & McVean (2007), Laayouni et al. (2011)), we next placed the estimated
recombination rates for each SNP in five bins ordered according to increasing MAF.
Note that each group was treated independently, since the AFs varied across popula-
tions and inversion status and, therefore, the same SNP will not necessarily fall in the
same MAF bin for every group. We then performed a repeated measures analysis of
variance with the recombination estimates as the dependent variable and our results
showed that, indeed, significantly lower recombination rates were found for SNPs with
lower MAF (p-value < 0.005). However, the effect disappears once only SNPs with
MAF > 0.1 are considered. A new repeated measures ANOVA excluding the local re-
combination estimates for SNPs with MAF < 0.1 was applied and the differences in re-
combination rates between the groups remained highly significant (p-value< 0.00001).
Influence of the inversion rearrangement on recombination patterns
Considering that recent genome-wide studies (Keinan & Reich (2010), Laayouni
et al. (2011)) have argued that the amount of recombination variation might be posi-
tively correlated with the genetic distance found between populations, we next asked
whether there was a relationship between the recombination dissimilarity and the ge-
netic distance (as measured by Fst) between the structural pairs for each geograph-
ical group (Figure 4). A statistically significantly positive association was found (r2=
0.27, p-value < 0.0015) indicating that the genetic divergence between the haplotypes
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is correlated with the observed dissimilarity in the recombination patterns across the
region. Although these results were obtained from recombination rates estimated at
SNPs showing MAF > 0.1, a similar, but less robust, significant positive association is
also detected when the global set is used (Supp. Figure 1; r2 = 0.11, p-value < 0.05).
Figure 4: Relationship between
dissimilarity in recombination
patterns and genetic differentia-
tion between inversion types
The figure illustrates the relationship
between the dissimilarity observed
in the patterns of recombination and
the Fst values between the two ma-
jor haplotypes for SNPs with MAF
> 0.1 (p-value < 0.0015). The dif-
ferent symbols represent population
specific comparisons. Also, each
plotted value represents the rela-
tionship observed in a genomic win-
dow of 500 Kb. In total, 8 non-
overlapping windows per population
are shown. Comparisons between
each chromosomal form were inde-
pendently performed for each popu-
lation.
The same method was then applied to test whether population differences within
each major haplotype could also account for some of the heterogeneity in the estimated
patterns of recombination. Both sets (i.e. Inverted and Standard) were analyzed inde-
pendently and pairwise comparisons were performed between population pairs. The
results are shown in Figure 5. Here, a much less clear relationship was found suggest-
ing that perhaps the limited degree of divergence, for this genomic region, between the
populations under study may be insufficient to produce clear departures between the
estimated recombination patterns. Indeed, only for Standard chromosomes is the re-
combination dissimilarity positively associated with the genetic differentiation between
populations (r2=0.3246, p-value < 0.0001) and this effect is mainly driven by the differ-
ences between African and non-African chromosomes (Figure 6).
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a b
Figure 5: Relationship between dissimilarity in recombination patterns and genetic differentiation between
geographical regions - Dissimilarity in recombination rate and Fst values based on 6 pairwise comparisons between
all geographical regions within the (a) Inverted (II) haplotype and (b) Standard (NN) haplotype.
a b
Figure 6: Asymmetry in recombination dissimilarity scores between African and Non-African groups - Box-
plots displaying the asymmetry in the distribution of recombination dissimilarities between African versus Non-African
groups for the (a) Inverted and (b) Standard haplotypes. For each figure, the ”African versus Non-African” boxplot
represents the distribution of dissimilarity scores observed when comparing the African set versus all other groups,
while the ”Non-African” boxplot represents the distribution of dissimilarity scores observed between all Non-African
sets.
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Robustness of the association maintaining sample size across the different groups
So far it has been argued that LD-based estimates of population-scaled recombination
rate are generally robust to sample size change (Serre et al. (2005), and references
therein) However, given the relatively large disparity in group size in our analysis (mini-
mum of 16 and maximum of 71 samples), we investigated whether the results obtained
in the previous section persisted in a scenario where all geographical- and orientation-
specific groups had equal sample size. Even with a sample size of 16 individuals, the
inferred recombination profiles of each group were very similar to the ones estimated for
the original set, despite slight differences in the intensity and magnitude of the strongest
recombination peaks (Figure 7). In addition, the local recombination heterogeneity was
still significantly associated with genetic divergence (r2= 0.15, p-value < 0.015) (Figure
8).
Figure 7: Validation of the relationship between recombination dissimilarity and genetic distance using
a smaller data-set - Mirror plots of recombination rate obtained for different sample size. Top plot illustrate the
recombination estimates for the ”European (Inverted)” set (solid line original data; dashed line thinned data (n=16)).
Bottom plot illustrate the recombination estimates for the ”Central South Asian (Standard)” set (solid line original
data; dashed line thinned data (n=16))
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Figure 8: Relationship be-
tween the dissimilarities ob-
served in the patterns of re-
combination and genetic dif-
ferentiation (Fst values) be-
tween the two major haplo-
types for data sets of equal
size - Aside from the ”African
(Standard)” group, we randomly
picked 16 individuals from each
group and re-measured the re-
combination dissimilarity and Fst
values between the inverted and
the standard haplotype (p-value
< 0.015).
Gene-flow within the 8p23 region
Although theory predicts that recombination should be prohibited between inverted
regions (Hoffmann & Rieseberg (2008), Kirkpatrick (2010), Faria & Navarro (2010),
Alves et al. (2012)), it has been proposed that limited gene flow may have occurred
between the two major haplotypes at 8p23. Using inferential methods to ancestral
sequence reconstruction, Salm et al. (2012) found individual genomes bearing inter-
spersed runs of distinct ancestry (i.e. ”Inverted”-ancestry and ”Standard”-ancestry),
and concluded that double-recombination events have, to some extent, homogenized
the genetic diversity of the region. We, therefore, examined whether similar signals
could be identified in our data. Interestingly, a 350-kb segment encompassing the cen-
ter of the inversion showed significantly lower levels of diversity (Π = 5.2 10-5) (Figure 9)
that overlapped with a region of deflated Fst (Fst = 0.11), when compared to the average
diversity over the whole interval (Π = 12.5 10-5; Fst = 0.17). Moreover, this segment is
flanked by regions with signals of higher recombination activity (i.e. putative hotspots),
that are shared between the two chromosomal forms. In order to explore this effect in
greater detail we performed a principal component analysis with SNPs located within
the portion showing lower divergence between inverted and standard haplotypes, and
for comparison, in two flanking regions (5’ and 3’). When SNPs located in the central
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segment of the 8p23 inversion were analyzed, no clear segregation of inverted and
standard chromosomes was observed. In contrast, a much cleaner structured environ-
ment with only a slight overlap was obtained when including SNPs within each of the
flanking regions (Figure 10).
Figure 9: Evidence of gene flow within the 8p23 regions - Nucleotide diversity across the 8p23 region. The
central filled rectangle highlights the region of reduced diversity; dashed rectangles represent the flanking regions (5
and 3) randomly picked for comparison (see text)
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Figure 10: Evidence of gene flow within the 8p23 regions - PCA on three non-overlapping regions within the
8p23 (see left plot). The top and bottom plot represent the distribution of individual genotypes for the 5 and 3
regions used for comparison. The center plot shows the distribution of individual genotypes in the region of reduced
diversity. Each dot represents one individual, with distinct symbols representing the geographical and orientation
specific groups.
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Discussion
Inversions have long been regarded as privileged systems to study major evolution-
ary processes, potentially playing a significant role in species divergence. By preventing
gene flow between two different structural types, these rearrangements are thought to
allow the accumulation of mutations, representing an initial step towards chromoso-
mal differentiation that may ultimately lead to speciation (see Alves et al. (2012) for a
detailed review). Here, we took advantage of the co-existence of two groups of struc-
turally distinct chromosomes and assessed how inverted rearrangements influence the
evolutionary trajectory of the affected genomic region.
In agreement with what has been described in genome-wide surveys comparing
the recombination profiles of different human populations (McVean et al. (2004), Clark
et al. (2010), Keinan & Reich (2010), Laayouni et al. (2011), Fledel-Alon et al. (2011)),
we found evidence supporting a strong correlation between recombination dissimilari-
ties and genetic divergence. Our results indicate that the presence of the rearrange-
ment largely contributed to the accumulation of distinct mutation and recombination
events between inversion types, which resulted in extended local recombination het-
erogeneity within the 8p23 segment.
The genetic differences found between the two major haplotypes (i.e. Inverted and
Standard) surpassed the differentiation found at the population level (i.e. geographi-
cal stratification), suggesting that both orientations have been around throughout most
human evolutionary history (note the range of Fst values in Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Indeed, a recent study found that the inversion may have occurred as a single event in
the human lineage somewhere around 200-600 kya (Salm et al. (2012)), (i.e. before
modern human emergence) with the inhibition of recombination leading to the formation
of two highly divergent haplotype families segregating within populations (Antonacci et
al. (2009), Salm et al. (2012)). The clear differentiation between the two configurations
in our PCA further supports the hypothesis of a single very ancient inversion event.
It is, therefore, not unexpected that the rearrangement exerts a stronger effect
on the variation of the recombination patterns than population structure. Early migra-
tions of modern humans (i.e. Out of Africa) are believed to have started approximately
100kya (Jobling et al. (2004)) with complex spatial demographic phenomena (e.g. ex-
pansions, contractions, admixture events) being particularly responsible for much of
the variation identified between present-day human populations. This variation has in-
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duced fine-scale differences in recombination patterns between populations, with mul-
tiple lines of evidence now suggesting that recombination is a rapidly evolving process
partially controlled by the surrounding DNA sequence (Baudat et al. (2010), Parvanov
et al. (2010)). Recent studies using genome wide data have focused on the recom-
bination heterogeneity accumulated at shorter timescales (i.e. separation of human
populations) (Keinan & Reich (2010), Laayouni et al. (2011), Fledel-Alon et al. (2011)).
Given that the inversion event pre-dates human expansions (Salm et al. (2012)), our
results are not only consistent with these previous findings but they also extend the
analysis into a greater time depth and therefore into a genomic region of increased
evolutionary significance.
Despite the overall genetic distinctiveness of the two major haplotypes, we also
identified a short region of weaker differentiation at the center of the inversion. While
this could be caused by other factors (e.g. stochasticity in the mutation process), it
supports previous claims of moderate gene flow between inversion-types throughout
the evolution of this genomic region (Salm et al. (2012)). Indeed, genetic exchange
between inverted arrangements may be possible via double cross-over events in inver-
sion loops, with the probability of recombination increasing with physical distance from
the inversion breakpoints (Navarro et al. (1997), Faria & Navarro (2010), Stevison et
al. (2011)). Given the size of the 8p23-inv, it is surely plausible that double cross-over
events may have occurred within inversion heterozygotes.
As (i) our primary goal was to evaluate the recombination heterogeneity within the
8p23 segment, and (ii) the SNP density was below optimal for an accurate high resolu-
tion inference (< 1/kb), we intentionally avoided to characterize the precise location of
recombination hotspots. Hotspots are defined as regions showing enriched recombi-
nation rate by several orders of magnitude and have been repeatedly associated with a
13 bp sequence motif that is specifically recognized by PRDM9, a rapidly evolving pro-
tein believed to be involved in speciation in mammals (Baudat et al. (2010), Parvanov
et al. (2010)). While the connection between PRDM9 and recombination hotspots is
not perfect (Myers et al. (2008), Berg et al. (2010)), approximately 40% of hotspots in
the human genome contain this motif which remains, so far, one of the very few known
determinants of meiotic recombination. Interestingly, in a recent comparative study of
fixed inverted differences between the genomes of humans and chimpanzees, Farre´
et al. (2013) have proposed that the lower recombination activity observed within in-
verted segments was linked to a lower density of PRDM9 binding motifs found within
these regions, when compared to collinear regions on the same chromosome. In our
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analysis, and likely due to the short evolutionary time scale that this rearrangement
represents, we have found no depletion of PRDM9 motifs within the inverted segment
(54.35 motifs/Mb) when compared to collinear regions (44.42 motifs/Mb) in the entire
chromosome 8. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to test with deep sequenced data
whether the differences in recombination profiles between inverted and standard chro-
mosomes may be partly explained by sequence variants within PRDM9 motifs.
In conclusion, while confirming that recombination is likely suppressed in inverted
regions (i.e. recombination is almost entirely restricted to chromosomes oriented in the
same direction) in global terms, our work showed that fine-scale recombination patterns
are evolving differently between chromosomal forms, highlighting the role of inversions
as evolutionary significant elements acting at intraspecific level. Also, we provided ev-
idence that this effect is robust to differences in the proportion of inverted to standard
chromosomes in a population, since the trend was shared by several geographical re-
gions where the two haplotypes segregate at considerably different frequencies. This
work will therefore contribute to a better understanding of recombination heterogeneity
at a population level, and reinforce the need to extend these studies to other known in-
verted regions on the human genome in order to obtain a more comprehensive and
meaningful human recombination map. As information on the architectural plastic-
ity of the human genome continues to accumulate (MacDonald et al. (2013)), future
studies should also consider the implications of these rearrangements in genome-wide
selection scans, given that the long-range LD patterns usually manifested within chro-
mosomal inversions may generate signals that could be confounded with selection.
As demonstrated here, controlling for inversion-type may help circumvent these limi-
tations. Moreover, our work suggests a new research line devoted to the unveiling of
the sequences internal to the inversions that allow for double recombination, and thus
overcoming the meiotic problems associated with this rearrangement.
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Abstract
In contrast to early predictions from classical cytogenetic studies, a particular sub-
type of balanced rearrangement - chromosomal inversion - has been recently recog-
nized as a common source of genetic variation. A striking example is the widespread
polymorphic inversion that lies on chromosome 17q21.31. Due to the lack of recombi-
nation, two major haplotype families (H1 and H2) have been derived from its orientation
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(Standard and Inverted, respectively). Also, both haplotype familes have independently
experienced partial duplications of the KANSL1 gene, and several distinct structural
forms that differ in copy-number have already been identified. However, the evolution-
ary processes driving the spread of this rearrangement in the human lineage remain
unclear, since conflicting scenarios have been raised to explain its uneven distribution
in modern day populations (i.e. selective advantage vs. random demographic effects).
Here, we updated the frequency and distribution of the inversion-associated hap-
lotype lineage (i.e. H2) in several meta-population groups that have been overlooked
in previous studies. Interestingly, we have found a patchy distribution of the H2 hap-
lotype in African populations, with North Africans displaying a much higher frequency
of both H2 subtypes (i.e. H2D, with the partial duplication of the KANSL1 gene, and
H2’, lacking the duplication) when compared to Sub-Saharan groups. Also, our genetic
differentiation estimates revealed that the H2 subtypes found in North Africa are genet-
ically closer to ”Non-African” haplotypes, which is consistent with recent genome-wide
studies. Furthermore, our results suggest that the partial duplication of the KANSL1
gene may be recurrent within the H2 lineage, further highlighting the structural com-
plexity of the region.
Introduction
A widespread polymorphic inversion that lies on chromosome 17q21 became the
focus of intense research in the last decade due to its high degree of complexity, both
in terms of genetic diversity and structural plasticity. This rearrangement spans nearly
1Mb, involves several genes implicated in complex neurodegenerative disorders (Ste-
fansson et al. (2005), Zody et al. (2008), Antonacci et al. (2009)), and two clearly distinct
major haplotype families - H1 and H2 - have been derived from its orientation (Standard
and Inverted, respectively) (Stefansson et al. (2005), Zody et al. (2008), Antonacci et
al. (2009), Donnelly et al. (2010)).
With the recent advances in deep re-sequencing data analysis, new studies fo-
cused on the structural variability of the human genome (Sudmant et al. (2010), Camp-
bell et al. (2011), Lopes et al. (2013)) have revealed that the 17q21 segment is also
considerably polymorphic at the copy-number (hereon, CN) level, pushing further the
already complex architecture of the region. These copy-number changes mainly con-
sist of two distinct duplications overlapping the KANSL1 gene, and were initially thought
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to be restricted to European populations (Sudmant et al. (2010)). More recently, (Stein-
berg et al., 2012) updated the frequency and distribution of these CNPs surveying a
much larger population panel and, using a complementary strategy between cytogenet-
ics, comparative genomics and population genetics, demonstrated that each of these
CN polymorphisms were distinctively associated with the previously reported structural
haplotypes. Indeed, while a long 205-kb CN duplication was found to be polymorphic
in H1 chromosomes, a distinct, and shorter, 155-kb polymorphic duplication was only
detected in the H2 lineage.
From an evolutionary perspective, these copy-number variants are therefore be-
lieved to have arisen independently in the two haplotype families. Although it has been
argued that the origin of the duplication events pre-dates early human expansions (e.g.
Out-of-Africa), the ”derived” haplotypes (i.e. H1D and H2D), enriched in duplicated
copies, are found in much higher frequencies in present-day Non-African populations
[Sudmant 2010, Steinberg et al. (2012), Boettger et al. (2012)]. As a consequence, new
ideas regarding the evolutionary history of the region emerged, placing these CNPs as
a potential source of selective advantage. This was particularly evident in European
populations, considering that the inversion-associated haplotype carrying a duplicated
copy of the short CNP - H2D - is present at high frequencies (up to 25%) but displays
very low levels of genetic diversity (Steinberg et al. (2012); Boettger et al. (2012)). Nev-
ertheless, the processes driving the spread of the duplication-specific haplotypes in the
human lineage remain unclear, as the observed patterns could also be the result of
the complex demographic history of populations, without the need of invoking selection
(Zody et al. (2008), Donnelly et al. (2010), Steinberg et al. (2012)).
In the current study, we propose to further explore the evolutionary history of 17q21
region by focusing on the inversion-associated haplotype family (i.e. H2). By combining
complementary genotype data from multiple sources, we refined the distribution of the
H2 sub-haplotypes - H2’ and H2D - in several meta-population groups, including some
that have been overlooked in previous studies (e.g. North Africa). Considering the high
frequencies of the H2D haplotype in Southern European populations, and the recent
claims that extensive migrations from North Africa contributed to a high genetic diversity
in South Europe (Henn et al. (2012), Botigue´ et al. (2013)), it seems plausible that such
patterns are the result of considerable uni- (or bi-) directional gene flow between the
two continents. In order to increase the resolution of our analysis, we reassessed
the diversity patterns within the H2 lineage using a unique panel of H2-specific single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), derived from publicly available re-sequencing data
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and explicitly selected for this purpose. Altogether, the current work provides a finer
picture of the distribution and diversity patterns of the 17q21.31 H2 haplotypes in human
geographical groups that are expected to hold the most informative genetic signatures
to understand its evolutionary trajectory.
Materials & Methods
Available Datasets and Samples
SNP Genotype Datasets: Genotype data for the majority of the North African samples
used in this study, as well as some Southern European samples (e.g. Spanish Basque),
were retrieved from a recently published database(Henn et al. (2012), Botigue´ et al.
(2013)). Sardinian SNP data, genotyped using Affymetrix 500K SNP array, were avail-
able at PH laboratory. Genotypes of 207 Portuguese individuals, genotyped using
Affymetrix 6.0 SNP Array, were retrieved from (Lopes et al., 2013). Publicly available
genotypes from a diverse population panel were obtained from the Stanford Human
Genome Diversity Project (HGDP).
Sequence Data: Low coverage re-sequencing data were obtained from the 1000 Genomes
Project (Phase 1, release v3).
Cell lines: Lymphoblast cell lines from 9 Hapmap individuals were obtained from Coriell
Cell repository (http://www.ccr.coriell.org/).
Genomic DNA: DNA was available for a total of 370 individuals from multiple popula-
tions.
A list of all individuals used in this study, along with the corresponding inversion- and
duplication-status, is shown in Supp. Table 1.
Inference of Inversion- and Duplication-Status
Given that it has been suggested that some H2-chromosomes could carry the non-
inverted configuration (Rao et al. (2010)), hence suggesting the possibility of recurrence
of the inversion in the region, we performed Fluorescent in situ Hybridization (FISH)
analysis in a small set of H2 carriers, using the same method described in (Rao et al.,
2010) (see above, Supp. Info). Similarly to (Steinberg et al., 2012), we did not find any
incongruence between the FISH-determined orientation and the haplotype sequence.
Consequently, a set of well-known inversion-markers (Antonacci et al. (2009), Donnelly
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et al. (2010)) were used to infer the inversion status for all individual samples (Supp.
Info, Supp. Figure 1 and Supp. Table 2). The duplication status of the H2-chromosomes
was assessed mainly using two previously reported duplication-markers (Steinberg et
al. (2012)) (Supp. Info). Nevertheless, whenever re-sequenced data was available (e.g.
1000Genomes data), the presence/absence of the duplication was further confirmed
using sequence read-depth information, as in Sudmant et al. (2010) (Supp. Info, Supp.
figure 2 and Supp. Table 3).
Population Sets and Haplotype Frequency estimates
Once the orientation- and duplication-status were confirmed, each individual was
then grouped according to geographical origin, and seven major continental groups
were thus defined, Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa, Middle East, South Asia, Asia,
South Europe and Southwest Europe. Haplotype frequencies were then estimated
using all available information (Table 1 and Supp. Table 1).
H2-Polymorphic SNP Panel
A custom SNP genotyping assay was designed using genomic information de-
rived from previously published deep-sequenced data from (1) an H2 homozygous from
Eastern Africa (NA21599) (Steinberg et al. (2012)), (2) an H2 homozygous from Cen-
tral South Asia (NA20890) (Boettger et al. (2012)) and (3) low coverage sequences
from several European H2 homozygous individuals, available from the 1000Genomes
Project (Supp. Table 4). Sequence reads were aligned to the human reference GRCh37
using BWA (Bwa-0.6.2) (Li & Durbin (2010)) and SNP calling was subsequently per-
formed using genome analysis toolkit (GATK) (Depristo et al. (2011)) unified genotyper.
After quality control filtering, a total of 237 previously unidentified SNPs were found to
be polymorphic in at least one individual from the list. Due to the highly repetitive archi-
tecture of the 17q21 region, the SNP set was further pruned to avoid variants located
within known segmental duplications (n=60). The remaining SNPs (n=177) were then
genotyped in all H2 carriers, from whom DNA was available (Supp. Table 1), using
SEQUENOM platform. Moreover, 10 inversion-marker SNPs were added to the as-
say to check for genotype consistency The quality of the obtained genotypes was then
verified using Plink software (Purcell et al. (2007)), and a final list of 80 SNPs were
kept for subsequent analysis (genotype rate: 0.98). It should be mentioned that a high
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number of the SNPs (n=80) were found to be monomorphic in all individuals. As a
consequence, these variants were removed for the remaining of the study as they more
likely represent false positives or singletons (Supp. Table 5).
Haplotype Phasing, Genetic Differentiation and Phylogenetic analysis
Recent years have witnessed the development of a variety of statistical algorithms
to haplotype reconstruction from unrelated genotype data (Stephens et al. (2001),
Browning & Browning (2007), Delaneau et al. (2013)), that generally rely on a pre-
existent reference list of pre-assembled haplotypes, derived from family-based popu-
lation sets, to accurately generate phase information. We therefore phased the geno-
types from the previous step using SHAPEIT (v2) software (Delaneau et al. (2013))
and the 1000Genomes Project data as the reference panel of haplotypes. Follow-
ing the software recommendations, all genotypes were simultaneously phased for a
total of 100 iterations with a burn-in and pruning stage of 25 iterations each. The ob-
tained haplotypes were then stored in VCF format and combined with the ones from the
1000Genomes Project (Phase1.v3). Afterwards, a principal component analysis (PCA)
was performed on all haplotypes to check for possible phasing errors (Supp. Figure 3).
Chromosomes were finally sorted according to the 3 possible statuses (i.e. H1, H2’ and
H2D) and grouped by continental origin. Nucleotide Diversity estimates were measured
for each haplotype using VCFdivstat (v1.0). Genetic differentiation estimates were as-
sessed between all continental pairs using adegenet R package (Jombart (2008)). Fi-
nally, a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was generated using Mega 5.2 Software
(Tamura et al. (2011)) for most haplotypes available (see below).
Results
Reassessing the 17q21 Haplotypes Distribution
Using all available SNP genotype data we estimated the frequency of the 17q21
haplotypes in a panel of North African populations, and reassessed the frequency of
the inversion-associated haplotypes in several other continental groups by combining
our population datasets with publicly available human diversity panels (Table 1). Our
results indicate that the H2 haplotypes are segregating at a frequency of approximately
15% in North African populations, with the majority of the individuals carrying the H2-
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duplicated copy (i.e. H2D). Indeed, the H2D was the predominant inversion-associated
haplotype in most of the continental groups analyzed, with Southern Europeans popu-
lations exhibiting the highest frequency (approximately 30%). The only exception were
Sub-Saharan Africans, where the two H2 sub-types segregated at a similar frequen-
cies. Moreover, the highest proportion of the less complex H2 version (i.e. H2’), which
is considered the ancestral state [Stein/Boet], was found in South Asian individuals with
a frequency of 6.7% (Table 1).
Table I: 17q21 Haplotypes Frequency in 7 meta-population groups.1,2
17q21 haplotypes Diversity estimates
As noted above, the genetic diversity of the inversion-associated haplotypes was
estimated using a unique panel of newly identified H2-specific SNPs (see Methods
section). Our results indicate that the duplication-specific haplotype (i.e. H2D) is in
fact much more diverse than previously predicted (Steinberg et al. (2012)), with fairly
high levels of nucleotide diversity (Figure 1). Interestingly, the H2’ displays similar
levels of genetic diversity, despite being much less frequent in most continental groups.
Furthermore, given that the SNP set was explicitly designed to find polymorphic variants
within the H2 lineage, the extremely low levels of diversity found within the H1 haplotype
at these positions are not necessarily surprising.
Nucleotide diversity estimates were subsequently calculated for all continental groups
within each inversion-associated haplotype (i.e. H2’ and H2D). Both sub-haplotype
1 Abbreviations: SW EUROPE - South West Europe.
2 H2(non-informative): H2 chromosomes with no allele information for the reported Duplication markers
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Figure 1: Nucleotide diver-
sity for each haplotype at
17q21 - Colored barplot rep-
resent the average nucleotide
diversity for each 17q21 hap-
lotype. Estimates obtained
through the analysis of 1602
statistically phased chromo-
mes (H1: 1290; H2D: 270;
H2’: 42) using the H2-
polymorphic SNP panel (see
Methods).
sets were analyzed independently and the results are illustrated in Figure 2. H2D was
found to be more diverse in Southwest and South European populations, compared to
all other groups. In contrast, Sub-Saharan African and South Asian populations dis-
played the least variable H2D chromosomes. The low diversity levels observed in the
latter are intriguing, when considering the high frequency of the H2D haplotype in this
meta-population group (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Nucleotide Diversity of the the 17q21 inversion-associated haplotypes per Meta-Population Group
Barplots displaying the average nucleotide diversity for each inversion-associated sub-haplotype by meta-population
group.
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Genetic Differentiation within inversion-associated sub-haplotypes
Within the H2’ subtype, the highest nucleotide diversity was found in Middle East-
ern populations. Interestingly, Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia were once more
found to have the least diverse chromosomes when compared to all other groups. Nev-
ertheless, it should be noted that (1) this haplotype is virtually absent in Asia and (2)
no genomic DNA was available for the H2’ carriers from Southwest Europe (Table 1
and Supp. Table 1). As a consequence, we were unable to estimate the H2’ nucleotide
diversity within these continental groups.
Genetic differentiation estimates across meta-populations (assessed through Fst)
were next calculated for each H2 sub-haplotype . Figure 3 shows the genetic distances
obtained between all groups for the duplication-specific subtype. Our results indicate
that the North African H2D is more closely related to Southern European (Fst=0.04)
and Middle Eastern (Fst=0.08) copies than to Sub-Saharan African H2D (Fst=0.22).
In addition, the Middle Eastern H2D haplotype appears to be closer to the H2D chro-
mosomes from South Asia, while showing roughly the same genetic distance from the
remaining continental groups surveyed. Lastly, the Southern European H2D was found
to be more distinct from the Middle Eastern H2D, when compared to the remaining
groups. The genetic distances found within the H2’ haplotype are illustrated in Figure
Figure 3: Genetic Distance
estimates between conti-
nental groups (within the
H2D subtype) - The figure il-
lustrates the genetic dissimi-
larity (assessed through pair-
wise Fst estimates) between
the distinct meta-population
groups for the H2D haplotype.
The different symbols rep-
resent each meta-population
group.
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Figure 4: Genetic Distance
estimates between conti-
nental groups (within the
H2’ subtype) - The figure il-
lustrates the genetic dissimi-
larity (assessed through pair-
wise Fst estimates) between
the distinct meta-population
groups for the H2’ haplotype.
The different symbols rep-
resent each meta-population
group.
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4. Here, our results suggest that the Sub-Saharan African H2’ is substantially different
from all other H2’ chromosomes, as all population-specific H2’ chromosomes are found
to be genetically closer to each other than to Sub-Saharan Africa. However, given the
low number of H2’ chromosomes available, these results should be interpreted with
caution.
Phylogenetic relationship between the 17q21 haplotypes
It is important to note that so far we have mainly relied on allele frequency in-
formation to determine whether the two inversion associated sub-haplotypes display
distinct patterns of diversity and differentiation between present-day meta-population
groups. While these measures would not be affected by minor intra-haplotypic phas-
ing errors (e.g. incorrectly derived haplotypes from an H2D homozygous sample), the
same would not apply when considering phylogenetic approaches, where possible er-
rors would likely result in inaccurate evolutionary relationships between chromosomes.
In order to circumvent this limitation, we performed a phylogenetic analysis including
only heterokaryotype individuals (i.e. individuals heterozygous for the orientation) to
infer the genetic relationship between haplotypes. Given that one could easily trace
phasing errors between the two major haplotype families (i.e. H1 vs H2D/H2’) (Supp.
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Figure 1), this approach has the advantage of avoiding the use of incorrectly phased
chromosomes that could be confounded with genetic recombination. The phylogenetic
tree of the 17q21 haplotypes derived from heterokaryotypes is thus shown in Figure 5.
As expected, all chromosomes belonging to the H1 lineage cluster together in a single
branch, regardless of the continental origin, clearly separated from all H2 haplotypes.
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Figure 5: Phylogenetic Tree of the 17q21 Haplotypes - Maximum-Likelihood phylogenetic reconstruction of all
statistically-derived haplotypes. Distinct colors represent the 3 possible haplotype statuses (H1, H2D, and H2’).
Distinct symbols used to represent meta-population groups (see Supp. Figure 4 for higher resolution image).
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Furthermore, the African H2’ copies appear to represent the ancestral state of
the inversion-associated haplotypes, as they were the oldest H2 chromosomes in our
dataset (i.e. genetically closest to the H1 haplotype). Interestingly, the tree shape also
indicates that the remaining H2’ chromosomes are genetically distinct from the African
copies, as most of the remaining haplotypes cluster together in a predominantly H2D
background, hence suggesting the possibility of recurrence throughout human evolution
(see Discussion). Finally, it is worth noting that we were unable to identify any signals
of population stratification within the H2D lineage.
Discussion
The current study aimed to dissect the complex evolutionary history of the 17q21-
inv by extending previous efforts to uncharacterized populations in order to better un-
derstand the processes that have shaped the genetic and architectural diversity of this
genomic region. In agreement with recent surveys (Stefansson et al. (2005), Zody
et al. (2008), Donnelly et al. (2010), Steinberg et al. (2012)), we have found that the
inversion-associated haplotype family (i.e. H2) is primarily found in Southern Euro-
pean populations where the inversion is segregating at frequencies of approximately
30%. Furthermore, our results demonstrated that both H2 subtypes are also present in
North African populations, with most individuals carrying the duplication-specific H2D
(frequency of 13%).
Using a unique panel of H2-specific polymorphic variants, we found that the diver-
sity of the inversion-associated haplotypes is considerably higher than initially appre-
ciated (Steinberg et al. (2012)). These results are particularly surprising for the H2D
sub-type, as previous studies had found essentially no genetic variation within carri-
ers. However, it should be noted that, until now, most estimates were primarily derived
from (i) common (non-randomly selected) polymorphisms, where SNP ascertainment
bias could be contributing to the lower overall diversity found within the H2 lineage
(Stefansson et al. (2005), Donnelly et al. (2010), Antonacci et al. (2009)), and/or (ii)
resequenced data from very few individuals (Steinberg et al. (2012)).
In addition, we have found that the North African H2 sub-types are genetically much
closer to Middle Eastern and South European haplotypes than to the ones present in
Sub-Saharan African. While gene flow between North Africa and Europe has long been
suspected (Richards et al. (2000), Zilha˜o (2001)), recent genome-wide studies have ar-
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gued that North African populations exhibit genetic signatures of a very complex demo-
graphic history, with contractions and admixture events (with nearby populations) being
responsible for its present-day genetic diversity. Indeed, (Henn et al., 2012) have ar-
gued that North African populations have initially diverged from Sub-Saharan Africans
as part of the early waves of the Out of Africa migrations (approximately 60 Kya). Only
afterwards, around 12-40 Kya, the ancestral North Africans started to diverge from the
remaining Out of Africa populations as the result of back-to-Africa migrations. The
results obtained in this study, are therefore consistent with previous genome-wide find-
ings. Although genetic drift and recent gene flow between North Africa and neighboring
populations (e.g. South Europe and Middle East) (Botigue´ et al. (2013)) have likely
contributed to the observed genetic patterns, the high levels of differentiation found be-
tween North African and Sub-Saharan African populations, as well as the intermediate
levels of differentiation observed between North Africa and the Middle East and South
Europe (Figure 3 and Figure 4), appear to suggest that the inversion-associated hap-
lotypes found in North African populations are not the result of very recent population
contacts. However, future work using a larger panel of individuals will be needed to
confirm these results.
Also, our phylogenetic analysis revealed that the duplication event within the KANSL1
gene may not represent a unique event, at least in the H2 background, as previously
suggested (Steinberg et al. (2012), Boettger et al. (2012)). Although our data support
a Sub-Saharan African origin for the duplication-specific haplotype (Figure 5), we have
found that all Non-Sub-Saharan African H2’ chromosomes seem to have derived from
H2D copies, hence suggesting the possibility of recurrence. While it may be argued
that recombination between both inversion-associated haplotypes could have gener-
ated similar patterns, the fact that most H2’ chromosomes cluster together in a single
branch appear to support one of two possible scenarios: either (i) the duplication has
recently reverted back to the original configuration (H2’) in modern humans, or (ii) the
previously identified duplication markers are not fixed between the alternative H2 con-
figurations. Consequently, further work using high coverage re-sequencing data from
H2 homokaryotypes will be needed to address this question in greater detail.
In conclusion, while confirming the presence of the H2 haplotype family in North
African populations, hence increasing the known distribution of the inversion associ-
ated haplotypes to previously uncharacterized human groups, our work showed that the
17q21 H2-family is more diverse than initially appreciated. Furthermore, even though
chromosomal inversions represent genomic elements that should be more exposed
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to genetic drift due to the lack of recombination between differently oriented chromo-
somes (Alves et al. (2012)), our analyses suggest that the North African H2 haplotypes
are genetically closer to the haplotypes found in other Non-African populations, further
strengthening the results obtained at a genome-wide level. Nevertheless, it should be
emphasized that the origin and evolution of the duplication-specific haplotype H2D de-
serves further consideration, as our phylogenetic analysis appears to indicate that the
duplication event may be reversible/recurrent. The results obtained in this study will
therefore contribute to the ongoing efforts aimed at understanding the evolutionary pro-
cesses shaping the 17q21 region. Although the possibility of selection cannot be ruled
out, our work showed that the present-day distribution and the genetic signatures within
the inverted-associated haplotypes may also be the result of past complex demographic
events.
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CHAPTER IV
General Discussion
Human genomic diversity is currently acknowledged to encompass more dimen-
sions than those revealed from the now classical SNPs. With the increasing availability
of high-throughput genomic data from multiple human populations, a wide range of
structural variants (SVs) has become evident, including balanced and unbalanced ge-
nomic rearrangements of different sizes (e.g. translocations, CNVs, inversions, etc.).
Interestingly, ever since high-resolution array-Comparative Genomic Hybridization and
microarray technologies were introduced, the contribution of unbalanced SVs to phe-
notypic variation became widely recognized (Conrad et al. (2010)). However, perhaps
owing to the difficulty of characterizing balanced rearrangements in large populations,
the study of chromosomal inversions has lagged behind and the impact of these struc-
tural variants in the human genome remain somewhat elusive.
In this thesis, we have therefore attempted to investigate the role of inverted chro-
mosomal rearrangements in the evolution of the human genome, using genomic infor-
mation from two well characterized widespread polymorphic inversions - 8p23-inv and
17q21-inv. During this final chapter, we will discuss the main findings of our work and
suggest areas for future research.
Patterns of recombination rate variation within inversion rearrangements
First, in chapter II, we asked whether chromosomal inversions could contribute to
the patterns of recombination rate variation within the human genome, by using popu-
lation genetic data for the largest known inversion in the human genome.
As inversions are, in theory, expected to suppress recombination between dif-
ferently oriented chromosomal segments (given that single crossovers between het-
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erokaryotypes will generally result in non-viable gametic products), we estimated the
distribution of recombination rates within each structural type in a large dataset that
comprised individuals from multiple present-day populations. As described in the Re-
sults section, we have found that the observed recombination heterogeneity was pri-
marily caused by the presence of the rearrangement as most variation was found be-
tween chromosomal configurations rather than within each orientation (i.e. between dif-
ferent populations). Such findings suggest that both structural orientations have been
evolving independently over an extended period of time, which led to significant differ-
ences in the recombination landscape of the 8p23 region. Interestingly, we additionally
found a small segment in the central region of the inversion where the genetic diver-
gence between the two structural haplotypes may have been diluted due to gene flow
between the two configurations, suggesting occasional double recombination events.
Our study represented (to our knowledge) the first attempt to examine the evolu-
tion of recombination within the same species by exploring the occurrence of a type
of structural variant that is more often studied in the context of recombination suppres-
sion. The originality of our approach is that we relied on this suppressive effect to study
whether recombination has evolved independently in two homologous DNA segments,
with opposite orientation that have been subjected to the very same demographic his-
tory.
While the results presented in chapter II further highlight the role of chromoso-
mal inversions as elements of evolutionary significance, we should also accept that the
study had some limitations. For instance, we used a low density SNP panel to estimate
how the patterns of recombination were distributed within the 8p23 region. Conse-
quently, we were unable to properly characterize recombination hotspots in the region
and to test whether the observed dissimilarities in recombination could be attributable
to sequence variants at the PRDM9 binding motifs.
Another limitation in our study is that we have only considered the effects of the
inversion in the recombination landscape of the affected genomic region. However, it
has been argued that inversions are capable of modifying crossover rates throughout
the rest of the genome (Stevison et al. (2011)). While analyzing the effects of inver-
sions in genome-wide patterns of recombination should prove extremely difficult (or
even impossible, given the amount of confounding variables that one may encounter
(e.g. several inversions might operate simultaneously on an individuals’ genome)), one
possibility is to investigate whether chromosomal inversions alter the patterns of recom-
bination of the entire chromosome. In addition, this study should be extended to other
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known inversions in the human genome to test whether the size of the rearrangement
is somehow correlated with its effects on genetic recombination.
As highly informative sequenced-derived genomic data continues to accumulate
in public databases, future studies should be able to address these issues in greater
detail.
Population and evolutionary processes shaping the 17q21 inversion in humans
In chapter III, we re-examined the distribution and diversity patterns of one com-
mon polymorphic inversion that became the focus of intense research in the last 10
years, due to the highly complex patterns of genetic differentiation both between and
within the different structural configurations. Given the controversy surrounding the evo-
lutionary history of the 17q21-inv, where conflicting explanations have been put forward
to explain its present-day distribution, our initial aim was, thus, to explore previously
uncharacterized populations to better understand the processes that have shaped the
observed genetic diversity in modern humans. The inclusion of North African popula-
tions was, in our opinion, particularly relevant as most studies have, so far, been biased
towards sub-Saharan groups even though they may not be the most informative (see
chapter III).
Altogether, the results obtained in chapter III highlight four important features of
the 17q21 region. First, the distribution of the inversion-associated haplotype is wider
than previously appreciated, with North African populations exhibiting the inversion as-
sociated haplotypes at fairly high frequencies, in contrast to what is found in most Sub-
Saharan populations.
Secondly, most studies have sharply underestimated the genetic diversity of the
inversion-associated haplotype family by relying on common SNP panels enriched for
positions polymorphic in H1 chromosomes (the most frequent configuration). This was
particularly evident for the duplication-specific haplotype (H2D) where nucleotide diver-
sity has been underestimated in previous studies.
Third, the spread of this rearrangement in present-day populations is likely the
result of the complex demographic history of human groups, as (*) our phylogenetic
analysis suggests an African origin of the H2 haplotype, since the oldest H2 chromo-
somes (more closely related to H1) were found in Sub-Saharan Africa; and (**) our es-
timates of genetic distances (based on pairwise Fst calculations) isolated Sub-Saharan
Africans from the remaining meta-population groups, and revealed intermediate levels
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of differentiation between North African, Middle Eastern and South European popula-
tions. Interestingly, these results are consistent across both H2 subtypes and support
previous research suggesting that the ancestral North-African population was part of
the first migration wave of modern humans that later migrated back to Africa (Henn et
al. (2012)).
Fourth, and perhaps more importantly, the partial duplication events at the KANSL1
locus may be recurrent, at least in the H2 background, further highlighting the complex
architecture of the region. It has recently been argued (Steinberg et al. (2012)) that the
duplication-specific haplotype (H2D) is the only structural configuration at 17q21 that
predisposes to clinically significant micro-deletions, as a result of NAHR of homologous
segmental duplications in direct orientation (see chapter I). If the duplication event is
reversible, then one would expect that the phenotypic relevance of the H2D haplotype
is currently being over estimated as most studies (including ours) are indirectly inferring
the duplication status relying on diagnostic SNPs. Clinically oriented research is there-
fore crucial to understand how these polymorphic features can contribute to the estab-
lishment of complex human disorders. One possibility is to use targeted re-sequencing
information from family trios to evaluate the frequency of the partial duplication event.
In the beginning of this thesis and throughout chapter III, we have mentioned that
another important issue surrounding the 17q21 locus is whether selection has played a
major role in its evolutionary history. To date, however, this question has never been ex-
plicitly tested despite the surprisingly large number of studies claiming selection based
on indirect evidence. As previously stated, complex demographic changes can gener-
ate specific genetic signatures that may often be mistaken for selection. Quantifying
the contribution of past events to the present-day genetic diversity is therefore needed
to fully understand the processes driving the spread of the 17q21 inversion in human
populations. Interestingly, recent advances in genetic modelling allowed the develop-
ment of powerful statistical inferential tools (e.g. approximate Bayesian computation)
that are efficiently being used to reconstruct the demographic history of populations,
as well as to infer growth rates, times of divergence and other important population
genetics parameters. We, thus, started working with the invertFREGENE software - a
forward-in-time simulator that allows the introduction of a single inversion polymorphism
of specified length into a population, with the possibility of accounting for complex de-
mographic scenarios. Using its core engine, we modified some of its original features
and have implemented the possibility of estimating important population genetic statis-
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tics (e.g. nucleotide and haplotype diversity, Tajimas D, etc.) from the simulated data.
So far, we carried out simulations under a limited set of neutral scenarios to deter-
mine whether the spread of this inversion could be explained by stochastic processes
(such as wave surfing). As an overview, the simulation framework begins with the in-
troduction of an inversion in a panmictic population of constant size. The inversion will
then be transmitted to subsequent generations until a target frequency is reached. Af-
terwards, a set of summary statistics are estimated from the simulated genetic data and
the obtained values are finally compared with the ones observed in real data. Due to the
computational cost of the simulations, we could not develop a full ABC approach with
hundreds of thousands or millions of simulations. However, we tried to identify a wide
array of models and tested a total of 64 scenarios. We used a parameter-based infer-
ence model where three important parameters were allowed to vary, namely Effective
population size (Ne), mutation rate, and recombination rate. We then tried to iden-
tify which combinations of parameter values best explained the present-day distribution
of genetic diversity and variation. The results of our (admittedly limited) simulations
(n=1600, i.e. 25 independent replicates for each parameter combination) are illustrated
in Figure 1 (and Supplementary Figure 1 - Appendix B).
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Figure 1: Single polymorphic inversion simulated in multiple neutral scenarios - Left plot illustrates a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) between the genetic patterns generated from our simulations (grey dots) with the values
obtained for the 17q21-inv (blue dots). Each dot corresponds to a genomic window of 100Kb (see Appendix B -
Supp. Information). Red and orange dots highlight two distinct simulated scenarios that partly overlap with the ”real”
data. Right figure illustrates the kernel density estimates (for each scenario) of the distribution of the age of the
inversion when the target frequency is reached. Red and orange lines correspond to the scenarios highlighted in the
left figure. Dashed vertical lines represent the average number of generations for each highlighted scenarios (Red:
690 generations; Orange: 785 generations)
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Interestingly, we found that under a neutral model of evolution without any popu-
lation structure, admixture or any population size change some of the simulated sce-
narios produce genetic patterns that are similar or partly overlap with the ones found
in present-day data. While these results should not (read ”cannot”) be interpreted as
conclusive, it suggests that, before invoking selection, genetic patterns like the ones ob-
served in the 17q21 region may need to be interpreted by using neutral models where
genetic drift and mutation play major roles. Given that natural populations are much
more complex than the ones simulated in our model, new and more realistic scenarios
should be incorporated to the simulation framework to account for important demo-
graphic events (e.g. bottlenecks, expansions, admixture, etc.).
Our results should not be interpreted as a rejection of selection either. Rather we
are convinced that scenarios with selection should also be explored. For instance it
would also be interesting to test whether similar results could be obtained in a scenario
where the inversion is under positive selection, as initially suggested by Stefansson et
al. (2005).
Another potential issue with our current simulation strategy is the fact that each
simulation will stop as soon as the target frequency of the inversion is reached. How-
ever, the frequency of inversions, like any other type of mutation, may randomly fluctu-
ate over time, as a result of genetic drift. We have therefore modified the invertFRE-
GENE code to account for new ”stop” conditions (e.g. age of the simulated inversion)
and we will soon begin to explore this issue in greater depth.
In conclusion, the work presented throughout this thesis suggests that balanced
structural changes have had important consequences in human evolution. Given the
abundance of chromosomal inversions in polymorphic proportions, additional data is
now needed to understand (1) how these rearrangements evolve, (2) which forces and
mechanisms are actively maintaining them, and (3) how they contribute to the genetic
make-up of human populations.
At this stage, alternative and more flexible strategies should be considered to ad-
dress some of these issues. As seen during this last chapter, incorporating simulation-
based methods may lead to interesting results. In parallel, comparative studies should
also analyze the molecular effects of inversions and test whether such effects are cor-
related with different properties of the rearrangement (e.g. size, physical location, etc.).
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Appendix A:
The evolutionary history of a common
polymorphic inversion
Supplementary Information
Cytogenetic validation of 17q21 Inversion by Fluorescent in situ Hybridization
Individual lymphoblastoid cell lines were obtained for a total of 9 Hapmap individ-
uals from the Coriell Cell Repository (Camden, NJ USA) (Supp. Table 2). DUAL-color
FISH was performed, using 3 BAC clones (RP11-403G3, RP11-256F16, and RP11-
80L9) directly labeled by nick-translation with biotin, and dioxigenin and hybridized to
interphase nuclei, as described in (Rao et al. (2010)). The cells were then stained with
DAPI, and digital images were obtained using a Leica DMRXA2 fluorescence micro-
scope equipped with a CCD camera and appropriate filters. Patterns of fluorescence
signals were analyzed for a minimum of 50 interphase nuclei per individual, in order to
statistically determine the orientation of the 17q21 segment.
The results are illustrated in Supp. Figure 1. A green-red-green (GRG) signal pat-
tern corresponds to the direct orientation, while a green-green-red (GGR) signal pattern
corresponds to the inverted orientation. In contrast to Rao et al. (2010), a perfect cor-
relation between the inversion status and the SNP-defined haplotypes was observed
for all individual cell lines. Indeed, the H1 haplotype was found to be associated with
the direct orientation while the H2 haplotype was always associated with the inverted
configuration.
Consequently, haplotype-informative SNPs (Antonacci et al. (2009), Donnelly et al.
(2010)) were used to classify the remaining individual samples according to inversion
status (Supp. Table 1).
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Estimation of Copy Number Polymorphisms within the inversion-associated haplotypes
As previously suggested (Sudmant et al. (2010)), sequence read-depth information
may be used to reliably detect genomic regions that differ in copy-number. We therefore
assessed the presence/absence of the short KANSL1 gene duplication (i.e. CNP155)
by analyzing the sequence reads from 13 H2 homozygous individuals available from the
1000Genomes Project webpage (1000Genomes Consortium (2012)). Copy-number
differences were estimated by counting the number of individual reads that mapped to
the region of interest.
The results are shown in Supp. Figure 2. Interestingly, even with low-coverage re-
sequenced data, we were able to classify all individuals according to its copy-number
content, as individuals homozygous for the CNP155 H2D show, on average, 4x greater
coverage for the genomic region where the duplication is located (chromosome 17:
44,210,855-44,294,624 (assembly GRCh37)) when compared to individuals homozy-
gous for the less complex configuration (i.e. H2).
The previously reported duplication-maker SNPs (rs199448, rs199533) were found
to be in perfect correlation with the copy-number content (Supp. Table 3). These di-
agnostic SNPs were then used to classify the remaining individuals according to the
duplication status (Supp. Table 1).
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NA20528 (H2/H2) NA20770 (H2/H2) NA11840 (H1/H1)
NA21599 (H2/H2) NA21722 (H2/H2) NA10847 (H1/H2)
NA19782 (H2/H2) NA19777 (H2/H2) NA20787 (H1/H1)
Figure 1: Cytogenetic validation of 17q21 inversion - Fluorescent-signal patterns of the 17q21 segment for
9 Hapmap individuals from distinct continental groups. Green-Red-Green indicates standard orientation; Green-
Green-Red indicates inverted orientation. SNP derived haplotypes indicated in each individual digital image. A
minimum of 50 interphase nuclei were analyzed for each individual cell line to statistically determine the orientation
of the segment.
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Figure 2: Copy Number Estimates within the KANSL1 gene - Estimates of Copy-number polymorphisms for
the inversion-associated haplotypes derived from read-depth coverage analysis. Left-sided Barplots represent 3
individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project with distinct duplication-based genotype - H2D/H2D; H2’/H2D; H2’/H2’.
Solid Red delimiters used to specify the duplication genomic location (see above). Right plot illustrate the average
read-depth coverage and corresponding duplication-based genotype of 13 individuals from the 1000 Genomes.
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Figure 3: Global genetic stratification at the 17q21 region (H2-Specific Panel) - Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) performed on 1600 statistically-derived chromosomes (800 Individual samples) from our final Dataset. A total
of 80 H2-specific SNPs were used. Each dot corresponds to one chromosome, with distinct symbols representing
geographical-specific groups. Distinct colors differentiate the two major haplotypes at 17q21 (i.e. H1 and H2).
Red dots highlight individual chromosomes with undefined haplotype (all due to phasing errors). The first principal
component (i.e. horizontal axis) illustrates the strong genetic differentiation between the two oppositely oriented
haplotypes.
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Figure 4: Maximum-Likelihood phylogenetic reconstruction of 17q21 haplotypes
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HGDP01406 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01411 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01412 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01414 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01415 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01417 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01418 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00993 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00994 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01030 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01034 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01033 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01028 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01035 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01031 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00454 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00455 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00457 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00458 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00459 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00460 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00461 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00464 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00465 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00466 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00469 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00470 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00472 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00473 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00475 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00479 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00986 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01086 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01090 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP01094 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00904 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00905 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00906 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00907 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00908 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00910 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
HGDP00912 AFRICA HGDP PANEL X X H1.H1 ..
 
Table I: List of Individuals, and corresponding geographical group, used in the current study.
Due to the large number of individuals in the table, the current list represents only a small subset
extracted from the original table. The full table is accessible online and can be downloaded here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14xdfSXVnUGh86Oq3PVWge9C3TkSHgnEY-twcksrUOzI/edit?usp=sharing
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Table II: List of Hapmap individuals used in the Fluorescent in situ hybridization analysis
Table III: List of 1000 Genomes Project samples with read-depth coverage information Average
Depth of Coverage for each individual shown, as well as the Genotype of the Duplication tagging SNPs.
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Table IV: List of individuals used to search for H2-specific polymorphic variants
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17 43653129 rs141461397 A G 17 43949342 rs117984054 G A
17 43654468 rs149133346 C T 17 43953475 rs183583287 C T
17 43663780 rs183968659 C G 17 43954686 rs117515986 G A
17 43667792 rs113083040 C T 17 43968246 rs117293754 T C
17 43667836 rs112193661 C A 17 43977730 rs185273085 G A
17 43674130 rs141928757 A G 17 43994870 rs183374586 T C
17 43688387 rs148732400 A G 17 43998278 rs117852805 C T
17 43692338 rs146145951 T C 17 44001017 rs188817542 G A
17 43701023 rs149553060 T C 17 44019199 rs191419241 A T
17 43707619 rs116916717 C A 17 44039691 rs117155798 A G
17 43711678 rs143533902 C T 17 44041562 rs117932281 G T
17 43718027 rs117618829 C T 17 44045585 rs191929402 C A
17 43722604 rs118084908 A G 17 44051846 rs117965319 A G
17 43723929 rs188115863 G A 17 44052552 rs140753174 C T
17 43735478 rs116961033 A G 17 44073889 rs114553892 A G
17 43742298 rs117003064 T A 17 44078618 rs117499775 T C
17 43757450 rs117795902 C A 17 44101563 rs118104841 T C
17 43757777 rs118171450 C T 17 44102604 rs113373871 T C
17 43761856 rs116870912 C T 17 44105727 rs117379709 G A
17 43773124 rs117403175 A C 17 44117960 rs145209030 G A
17 43786614 rs118076411 T C 17 44141347 rs113010151 A G
17 43789710 rs117556827 C G 17 44142024 rs143590710 C G
17 43798308 rs117615688 G A 17 44156181 rs117540507 T A
17 43806925 rs114967794 G A 17 44175240 rs190618874 T C
17 43812737 rs185046589 T G 17 44196153 rs116875990 A G
17 43825247 rs140493983 G T 17 44201791 rs112073200 G C
17 43828764 rs115283395 G A 17 44217226 rs117980624 A G
17 43836953 rs117521065 A C 17 44220454 rs117122375 T G
17 43839951 rs117450815 A T 17 44226980 rs150079804 A G
17 43848638 rs117024240 G A 17 44236321 rs117991098 C G
17 43862593 rs144817232 G A 17 44256762 rs145723347 T C
17 43897855 rs151064014 G T 17 44292139 rs140034546 A G
17 43902541 rs4327090 A G 17 44296251 rs112830278 T C
17 43923410 rs150431364 C T 17 44314342 rs111265932 T C
17 43926149 rs112907840 A G 17 44314522 rs141211409 A G
17 43927290 rs117194038 G A 17 44335166 rs113630199 C T
17 43932797 rs117051720 G C 17 44357255 rs140176214 T C
17 43939214 rs140843301 T C 17 44357351 rs113377745 T C
17 43946112 rs118050707 T C 17 44809001 rs199448 A G
17 43946291 rs117908675 A G
Table V: List of SNPs and genomic position of H2-polymorphic panel
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Appendix B:
invertFREGENE Simulations
Supplementary Information
Using a modified version of the invertFREGENE software (O’Reilly et al. (2010)),
we carried out a set of distinct simulations under a neutral model of evolution. We began
by simulating a population of chromosomes of size 2 Mb in length to equilibrium without
an inversion (10N generations). Afterwards, a 500 Kb inversion was introduced in one
of the chromosomes (physical location: 750 - 1,250 Kb). The inversion would then be
transmitted through consecutive generations until the target frequency was reached.
Here, we set the target frequency of the inversion to 0.30 - frequency of the 17q21 in
the Southern European populations.
We tested a total of 64 distinct scenarios, using 25 independent replicates for each
parameter combination (i.e. using a different seed value for each replicate).
In all tested models, three important parameters were allowed to vary, namely
Effective population size (Ne), mutation rate, and recombination rate. As suggested in
O’Reilly et al. (2010), effective population size was decreased by a factor of ten to save
computational time. Our Ne parameter was, thus, initially set to 1000. In contrast, the
rates used for mutation and recombination were initially set to 2.3x10-07 and 1.25x10-07,
respectively (i.e. values 10 times higher than the predicted per base mutation and
recombination rate in humans).
These parameters were afterwards set to different values and our simulation frame-
work included models where the mutation and recombination rate were set to 5 times
higher (and/or lower) than average and the Ne parameter varied from 1000 to 2500.
The idea of using such unrealistic parameters may seem strange, but can often
lead to important conclusions regarding the quality of the inferential method. For in-
stance, if the genetic data generated from an unrealistic scenario is the one that best
explains the data observed in natural populations, one will likely conclude that the cho-
sen model is not the most appropriate.
All data (real and simulated) were then divided in genomic windows of 100 Kb in
size. This approach allowed us to explore whether different regions within the inversion
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showed distinct patterns of genetic variation. Finally, the genetic data was summarized
by a set of summary statistics, namely: (1) Number of Segregating Sites (S); (2) Nu-
cleotide Diversity (Π); (3) Mean Heterozygostiy; (4) Tajima’s D; (5) Haplotype Diversity.
A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was subsequently performed using the ob-
tained estimates to identify the relationship between the simulated data and the real
data. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure 1. Interestingly, we have
found that the simulated genetic data that produced genetic patterns that are more
similar to the ones found in ”real” present-day populations, were generated using the
standard values estimated from human data (see General Discussion).
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